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Then at 12:02 o'clock (he doors open
ed and the judges, nine in number, clad
in the sombre judicial robes,
filed
solemly into the chamber.
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a decision from the higher court for
nine months or more.
A. stay of execution
for 10 days is
row in effect and on its expiration
ball probably will be renewed while
the application is under advisement
by the court of appeals.

18, 1913.
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The weather cleared soon
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play started.
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Senators and spectators rose and
Los Angeles, Sept. 18. The' first day!
A
OF
TO
remained standing while the acting
of testimony in the trial of George H.
lieutenant governor welcomed the
tiixby, the Long Beach millionaire;
'court. Judge Cullen was escorted to
charged with offenses against minor
AWAY
the dais andpresentedwith the gavel.
giils, developed the probability that
PRINCESS KILLS SELF
which he brought down solemnly, de
besides the question of blackmail, the
18.Heidelburg, Germany, Sept.
claring the court convened. Judge
would urge in his defense
capitalist
Princess
of
com
Sophia
OF
NEW Cullen announced that the first busi- YAQUIS, HOWEVER, SHOW NO DIS
ACCUSED
GOVERNOR
THE "FATHER SCHMIDT" REFERR- the uncertainty
WITHOUT
regarlng the ages of MEASURE APPROVED
mitted suicide by shooting herself with
ness of the court would be to call the
POSITION TO HARM THE
ATTEND
DOES NOT
YORK
ED TO IN GERMANY SAID
his accusers, Marie Brown Levy and
ANY MATERIAL CHANGES
a revolver during the night. She was
roll to determine If there was a ma- Cleo Helen Barker.
AMERICANS
OPENING OF TRIAL
TO BE DEAD
BEING MADE
found dead this morning in her room
jority present. Judge Gray, who is
The Barker girl was the first wit
in the palace Of her father, Prince
abroad, was the only one who did not
ness.
William.
REPRESENT
ARE
LAWYERS
THEY
HiM respond to his name.
PARTIAL
NOT
DENTIST
PLEADS
GUILTY
"How old are you?" questioned Pro GOLD STANDARD PRESCRIBED
It was announced that the cause of
The oath of office was then adminissecutor
A. S. Keyes.
the death of the princess was heart
tered by Clerk McCabe to the presid"Oscar Lawlor, attorney for the de
IMPEACHMENT COURT CONVENES
ON CHARGE OF
ALL MEXICANS, WHETHER OR disease. She was only 25 years old, IS ARRAIGNED
REPUBLICANS GET THROUGH AN
ing chief judge.
fense, objected, declaring the gir
POSSESSING A DANGEROUS
WITH BUT ONE SENATOR
NOT REVOLUTIONISTS,
ARE
having been born on July 25, 1888.
AMENDMENT FIXING IMPORTAfter the roll call Judge Cullen decould not possibly give a positive an
Princess Sophia was reported some
WEAPON
NOT PRESENT
OBJECTS OF HATE
clined "he court duly constituted. He
ANT POINT
swer.
to
This
drew
attention
the fact
months ago. to have became engaged
annouir.rd 'hr-- the question had been
Miss
that
Barker
testified
before
first
to, marry Hans von lileichroeder, f
raised as. to (he right of Judges His- INVESTIGATORS
ARE SWORN
member of the- powerful Berlin bank- MAN WHO MADE THE PLATES the grand jury which indicted Bixby NOW IT IS UP TO SENATE
SONORA
PEOPLE
AROOSED
cock, Chase and Miller, designated
that she was 26 years old. After
ing family. Her father, however, demembers of the court of appeals, to sit
wards
she broke down and admitted
nied the report at the time.
ENGRAVER ASSERTS PRIEST HAD that she was
DEFENSE
AGAINST a9 members of the high court. He THEY
PROTESTS
FEAR SERIOUS TROUBLE
MORE CONSERVATIVE
BODY OF
only 19.
Princess
the
Sophia arid
young
said, in his opinion, the designated
HIM
CUT
THEIR BEING ALLOWED TQ
COPPER
TO
THE
THE
UPRISING
ahondoned
NOT
IS
the query as to
Keyes
CONGRESS WILL WRESTLE
jp
banker
were
seen
recently
together
judges should be permitted to sit.
her age, and proceeded to draw out
PROPER SIZE
SERVE IN THE CASE
QUELLED SOON
and it was practically rumored that
WITH BILL
Counsel for both sides assented.
the girl's history. '
become
marto
had
be
they
engaged
The right of Senator Frawley, chair
in spite of Prince William's op
New York, Sept. 18. The engraver
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 18. The high man of the committtee which brought
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 18. Official re- ried
AN ENGLISH STRIKE
.
who sold "Father" Hans Schmidt the
court for the trial of the impeachment out the evidence
- position.
Yanew
the
Sul-outbreaks
of
Ports
among
Washington, Sept 18. The ad- against Governor
Loudon,
Sept. 18. The executive
copper plates used in his counterfeitof William Sulzer, governor of New zer, and other senators on the com-- , Quis south of Guaymas and in the
ministration
currency bill was
committee of the National Union of
ing work told the police today that
York, held its first session today," or- mlttee to sit as members of the court, Yaqui river valley, which reached here
house today ty a
the
by
passed
Men
discussed
the
today
"Dr. Ernest Muret frequently had ac- Railway
vote of 286 to 84, practically un- ganization was perfected and adjourn- wag challenged by the defense, but today, created considerable uneasi-the- JAPAN WANTS'. REPLY
a
of
No
national
strike.
question
companied Schmidt to his shop."
ment was taken until tomorrow mornamended in its essential pro- were permitted to take the oath ness among Sonera state, authorities,
of the result will be issued
the bogus dentist, has con- statement
Muret,
,:
visions.
The reports stated that the Yaquis are
ing in order to draft rules for proce- of office.
TO LATEST NOTE tended
until this evening. It was stated unhe
that
knew
the
of
nothing
dure at the trial.
The
final
vote
a num- brought
After the oaths had been adminis-- ; engaged in continuous warfare against
that the "Executive commitpriest's counterfeiting plans. The dis officially
As had been expected, counsel for tered the clerk called the name of! the Mexicans, although
ber of republicans to the eupport
is anxious to avert a strike, but
tee
they have not
of this engraver, A. G. Hauver,
of the administration
the impeached executive objected to William Sulzer.
measure.
AMBASSADOR CHINDA CALLS ON covery
that the men have got out of hand."
Judge Herrick an-- ' molested Americans,
the
and
evidence he gave was considTwenty-fou- r
the senators who served on the Fraw-le- nounced that Governor Sulzer deBlred
republicans voted
A prolonged battle was reported at
PRESIDENT WILSON THIS
ered most important, but Inspector
for the hill and three demo- committee which unearthed much to appear through counsel. This was Buena Vista, 14 miles north of
AFTERNOON
Movement Is Opposed
of the detective bureau, intiFaurot,
ocrats voted against it A final
of the evidence resulting in the ima
by the presiding judge, who'ranza, over the possession of
Birmingham, Eng., Sept. 18. Chief
mated that something bigger was in
fight on an amendment
peachment court sitting in judgment
with
the
Sept."
Tonichl
Washington,
road
mass
a
Moffatt
of
a
committee
three
declared
at
connecting
Organizer
appointed
prospect.
the present financial policy
on the governor. They also objected to draw
lng
up rules and methods of pro-- ; coast. The result is unknown. It Is Chinda, the Japanese ambassador, had
"At the present," said the inspector, meeting here today that the executive
a
of
to Senator Wagner, acting lieutenant cedure for the court.
gold money etandard caused
an
with
President
Wilson
engagement
at
Mexican
also stated a
garrison
"I am Investigating a report to the committee of the National Union of
some
defections from the demo- governor, becoming a member of the
today to discuss the California alien
The court, on motion of Senator Cocorit is besieged by Indians.
effect that the 'Father Schmidt re- Railway Men had indorsed the striKe.
side.
cratlc
court. Notwithstanding these objec- Wagner, then
conhad
law.
land
has
several
He
"I am now in a position to ask
adjourned until
to by the Germans died and
ferences with Secretary Bryan, hut ferred
tions, the senators were sworn In,
to
railroad
In
worker
Villa Is Caught
England
the man now in the Tombs simply every
Chief Justice Cullen announcing the
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 18 Pancho no answer has been made to the
quit work in support of the moveman.
am
not
at
that
I
impersonated
Washington, Sept 18 The adminnote sent two weeKs
points raised would be considered
Villa,, most formidable of the rebel fourth Japanese
to divulge the ment," he told the strikers.
this
time
at
liberty
istration
currency till today reached
conTokio
later.
government,
leaders of northern Mexico, is report- ago, and the
source of my information in tills re
the
of
end
the first stage of its legisWILL PRESS ed
with
elements
the
It was also determined that Judges THAW
at
Maximo
attacking
tending
wounded and a prisoner
I consider It is of such a
but
lative
gard;
career,
passage hy the house.
Miller, Chase a"nd Hiscock, three apCastillo, freebooter, at Palomas, Chi- ministry not only for its clifferences nature that a thorough investigation is
The
CALL
TRIHE
measure,
SENT
completed in detailed
with
wit?
the
States
United
of
court
the
of apChina, but
pointed members
huahua, on the International line near
imperative."
after'
three days of efconsideration,
EXTRADITION
restive Columbus, N. M. The report, 4s. given as., well, is said
peals, would be permitted to serve In
the' engraver, said thuit a
to
Hauver,
a ftnnl vole
forts
"senvl'"(!
nfnjsntr,
m-the
! under
rhe high court along with the elected
delay."
such credence in Juarez that an
man he recognized from photographs
LL"- - OVER
in the hoiiise today," ir'it!cal!y uu- - '
his
After
with
conference
President
senate.
members
the
located
the
of
Mexican
and
consulates
of
judges
specfor
as Schmidt, called at his shop some,
changed in its essert'al provisions.
Governor Sulzer was not in the
in El Paso left, this afternoon in an Wilson Ambassador Chinda said there
Ml
of copper 36
Some house democrats were in'
t time ago with a strip
were
new
He
no
sai
two
fecourt room. When he was called to
developments.
automobile, accompanied by
12
wide.
inches
and
inches
to look with disfavor on an
clined
long
OF COLORADO
answer the charges preferred by the
deral officers of Juarez, for Palomas, he did not know when tne American Schmidt, he said, instructed him to
amendment incorporated in the measwould
to
the
be
made
last
Japassembly, Judge D. Cady Herriok, his WILL ENDEAVOR TO HAVE IT to ascertain its truth and endeavor to reply
cut the plates 8x4 inches, explaining
ure last night at the suggestion of
converse with Castillo relative to this anese note. He added that he had dechief counsel, announced that it was
SETTLED AT ONCE; IS SAFE
he wanted a half inch margin on
that
the
committee. The amendsome
to
sired
for
over
the
time
talk
and to his surrender.
the governor's desire not to appear in
EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO GET mentbanking
.FOR MANY MONTHS
them.
proposed
by Representative
with
President
but
Villa
WALK-OUEl
Paso.
Wilson,
now
in
question
Mrs.
Villa
his
's
AT
SUPPORT FOR
person, but to be represented by
Hauver said he was aware that the
Fess, republican, of Ohio included a
The
TRINIDAD
Concord, N. H.Seut. 18. Harry K. ' is the man who threatened Juarez for various things had prevented.
attorneys.
statement that none of its provisions
plates, If cut by Schmidt's Instructions
The case against the first governor Thaw sat behind a great heap of a month of more during the summer. ambassador declined to discuss details would
narrow
a
with
was
calculated to repeal the' lai of
margin,
permit,
of his conference.
of New York to be impeached, was .newspapers at the breakfast table
Trinidad, Colo., Sejt. IS. Ten thou- 1900 prescribing the gold money standthe photographic engraving of cur'
Rebels Reported Beaten
called for trial today at the bar of the this morning, reading Washington dis-rency. He became skeptical and in sand copies of the official call for the ard or to disturb the parity of money.
Washington, Sent. 18. A band of
court of impeachment the senate and Batches savin:? that if Tils ontta wont
Chairman Glass, however, declared
quired as to what use the plates were strike of Colorado coal miners, issued
to the United States supren.it) court it 50 American refugees, mostly women TRAIN RUNS
the judges of the court of appeals
to be put.
The priest, he said, evad1 last nigbt by the policy committee of that the amendment only made clear
of
out
their
and
way
children, making
for alleged "high crimes and misde- i3 likely many years may roll by be-the United Mine Workers of America, the meaning of the bill as originally
ed the question.'
Torreon to embark on a Pacific steam- fore a decision is handed down.
meanors."
to the will be mailed out of here today. The framed.
Muret
pleaded
today
guilty
"We can wait," said the fugitive, er for the United States, were repor'-"bu- t
BURNING BRIDGE charge of having in n!s possession a call will be sent to every coal miner Represenfative Wingo of Arkansas
Owing to the small seating capacity
I hope Governor FeiKer will de-- ed safe today at Zacatecas city,
of the senate gallery, most of the
dangerous weapon. His case was put in the state.
demanded a record vote on the so- From Durango it was reported that
would-bspectators were doomed to cide against my extradition at once
The situation is unchanged. Miners f.anrl POi,i standard amendment, arul
over until October 2. Schmidt became
rebel
taciturn today. Hitherto he are working and the organiaztion is on a division. 165 democrats and redisappointment. Not more than 300 so that it will not be necessary to after several days' fighting
and BUT ONLY A FEW PERSONS ARE suddenly
Contrerns
Generals
forces
under
our
habeas
50
were
which
press
of
corpus proceedings
seats were available,
to answer notes sent to systematically preparing to take care publicans vote for it and 45 demoseemed
glad
NONE
INJURED,
SERIOUSLY,
In the federal courts."
Pereyra were expelled from Gomez
reserved for newspaper men.
his cell, although his answers cast no of the miners who will respond to the crats voted against it. A roll call was
THE
SMASH
Tor-biIN,
Rain during the night swept the Palacio by the federal garrison of
call. Scattered reports were received ordered.
Arrayed against the governor as
light on his record.
elms in front of the state honsn reon. Heavy losses were reported.
counsel for the assembly board of
that many miners are leaving The roll call, however, changed the
today
Minn., Sept. 18. Eastbound
Winona,
managers today were Alton B. Parker, where the extradition hearing is to be
and soing to other fields.
coast train No. 52 on the Burlington
vote to 298 in favor of the amendment
former chief judge of the court of held on Tuesday, and Thaw expressed,'
road went into the ditch, near Tremto C9 against It.1 All those voting "no"
wain uirougu uie giuuuus.
Both Sides Mark Time
appeals; John B. Stanchflem, Edgar
about
miles
Wis.,
east
were
FREEDOM
pealeau,
democrats.
eight
T. Brac'kett, Eugene Lamb Richards, The sheriff said that later his wish
Denver, Sept. 18. State officersofof hero, shortly after noon today.
The
progressives offered a motion
FOREIGN GULFEBS ficialB of the United Mine Workers of
Isidore J. Kresel and Hiram C. Todd.jwouW e granted.
Word of the wreck reached here
the ,biU to the committee
recon)mit
jtQ
Ten
Thaw's
law
retained
clerks,
by
ASSOEED CPilST HEN through a telephone message sent by
Attorneys for the defence included
American and Colorado mirie operators with instructions to incorporate a pro- - counsel, were busy
today
up
looking
forG.
D. Cady Herrick, Civing
Vann,
the conductor of the train. The en- UP TO NOON THEY HAD ECLIPSED today marked time in the strike situa- - lgion tQ prohiwt the interlocking of
state and federal court ratings in ifte
.,. ,,
mer judge of the court of appeals
tion. No change of plans was an directorates in national banks. It was
BY
BRITISH
PLAYERS
matter of extraditing a person charg- - CAMINETTI AND DIGGS RELEASED gine and four cars went into the
Austen G. Fox, Harvey D. Hinman,
nounced
by either party to the dispute. defeated 206 to 71.
ditch. None was killed, it is said,
MANY POINTS
ed with a crime, claimed to be legally!
UPON EOND PENDING THEIR
Louis Marshall and Roger P. Clark.
'
Labor Commissioner Brake
was
one
and
Deputy
only
injured.
insane.
APPEAL
no further plans for avertActing Lieutenant Governor Robert
said
he
had
18.
The
"So far we have been unable to fSTd
Mass., Sept.
Brookline,
,
MURDERER IS CAUGHT
T. Wagner called the senate to order
the
and had not received
strike,
Three Persons Hurt
American professionals proved strong- ing
case where a person in Thaws,
9aa Francl3C0, Sept. 18. "I prefer
as members of the court of impeach- any
Everett, Wash., Sept. IS. W. R.
Lacrosse, Wis., Sept. 18. Oriental er than their English competitors to- the replies of the miners and the operwas ever extradited," said
tf) mabe no reC0mmendation or objec-on- e
ment at 11:55 o'clock. Counsel for position
who shot and killed hi3 wife
to
Schrader,
ators
mediation.
his
of
offer
Limited train No. 52, the best train on day in the first race of the American
of the lawyers.
Uo!i wUh refereiK.e to the place which
late
both sides took their seats in the
last
night, wounded two policethe Great
system, open golf championship on the links
e
of space between the dais
the court may see fit to designate for ran Into an
men and is believed to have killed R.
CYCLE
GOLDEN
SUES
to
Tremnoon
of
club.
five
the
open
near.
Up
bridge
Country
WORKING AGAINST STRIKE
tlle confinement of DIggs and
and the senators' chairs.
New York, Sept. IS. Robert A. G. Davis, a night watchman, was captur- pealeau this afternoon,
according to American players had beaten the
Mich., Sept. 18. The Cop- - etti
Chief
Behind the dais, on which
word received at the division offices scores of Harry Vardon and Wilfrid Peterson, a wealthy mining promoter ;ed early today while hiding in an out
County Commercial club's commit- McREYNOLDS.
"(Signed)
Judge Cullen of the court of appeals Per
I
here. Three hundred feet of bridge Reid of the English team, while Ed- of this city, filed suit today in the su-- j house near hi3 home. He was weak
I
rrn
0An (ntrAn i BLU.S
wo cupper miners
This was the telegram received here was
sat as presiding officer of the court,
burned out and the train ran into ward Ray, who started late, made poor preme court against the Colorado fiom loss of blood, having attempted
from tne attorney general hy
there hung today a great velvet tapes-- , stI'nte with a view t offering media-j'toda- y
Mines, Railways and Utilities corpora- - suicide by cutting himself in the neck..
The message received at work of the first nine holes.
this
gap.
tion
today 6Pen offices in Calu-jMaj Sullivan, senior special corun-wa- s the
try of maroon and gold. In its center met vlu
Wlth Wilfrid E. Reid of England tion of Colorado for $600,000 alleged He probably will recover-division office says:
where testimony bearing on bot.i Bel for the
worked the coat of arms of the
government in the case of
Policeman Tift is expected to re-of
are
"A
number
persons
slightly setting the pace, championship golf to be due him for negotiating the pur
state of New York and its motto sdes of the controversy will be taken. Maury T. Diggs and P. Drew Camlnetti, hurt."
cover.
Policeman Queen's eyes, cut
began in earnest at the Country club! chase of the Golden Cycle mine for!
Th committee has so far worked
"Excelsior." At. each unoer corner
by Judee Van
prnttM10(.d yesterday
'the corporation for $G,000,000. Suit: glass shattered by the bullet that
;hours a
iy lu us investigation. p,eet in the TTnitefi states district!
hung the shield of the United States ;i8
An hour later Harry Vardon, also also was filed by Peterson against the struck Tift, are in a serious condition.
mrormauon
win ce aivuigea unm r(;!)rt t0 two years and to n months
On the raised front of the chief judge's
of England, and the favorite for the El Paso Consolidated Mining company j Insane Jealousy ia the only motive for
A
is
concluded.
conference ;respept,vely in the federal prison on
desk symbolic scales showed in relief',1" lnftlry
TODAY IN CONGRESS
championship this year, left the first of Colorado for ten per cent of its: the series of crimes.
witn tne mine managers nas aireaay MfiNeiUB l8lnndi Washington, for
n
over the word "Justice."
Davis' partly burned body was found
tee, but it was almost noon before property and profits.
inheld and strikers will now be
All but one of the 44 senators, John
lations of the Mann wWte slave traffic
Louis Tellier of Prance' and Edward
over the flrehole at the Jamison Ehln- terviewed.
act.
Fitzgerald of New York, answered to
SURGEONS TAKE TRIP
18. Senate: Ray of England, the last of the forgle .nill with a bullet hole through tha
Washington, Sept.
The court previously1 had designated
their names as the roll was called by
18. The meeting of: had;.
committee continued hearings eigners, hegan their initial rounds.
Denver,
Sept
Banking
INDIAN IS HONORED
Senate Clerk Patrick E. McCabe. Sen:
San Quentin, a state Institution, but on
Reid proved a live pacemaker and the American Military Surgeons' as-- ;
currency till.
ator Fitzgerald is ill.
Washington, Sept. 18. Gabe E. amended the sentence at the request
Took up administration cur- his score of 75 remained at the head sociation today was held in the. foot-- !
House:
BIG RACING CARD
The senators appointed a committee Parker, a TJhoctaw Indian of Academy, of counsel for the defense.
for passage and incorpor- of the list for some time.
hills at Morrison, where the delegates
bill
Duti-oitrency
Mk:h.. Sept.
of two to notify the court of appeals Ofcla., the first man of his race to be
Diggs and Caminetti are out on ated the
Vardon started poorly, but made a stopped shortly before noon in the, ain postpone;1
gold etandard
yeBterdaV8 r.ro.-r,- u,
was
into
Bworn
that the senate was "ready to Join register of the treasury,
bail, pending a hearing on the appli- amendment.
beautiful recovery and went out in course of an automobile trip: ThejWch
two
evmU ..ft 01r
,ncude1
with them In completing the court for office today. His signature will ap- cation to the United States court of
McDermott played marvelous surgeons visited Golden on the wsyifl0m
Hlnebaugb. brought 39.
Representative
thtre
W(.re hH rlK,
TueS(ay)
the trial of the impeachment of
pear on all currency and he declared appeals for a writ of error, which, if tha progressives a message from Col. gclf in the first seven holes. Although to Morrison, and this afternoon In-- scheduled to he run off at
thi
a
as
Sullisignew
trials.
his
appointment
he regarded
granted, would entail
Roosevelt endorsing their campaign he had bad luck on the eighth and spected Port
before returning Pirruit h,T(1Pa ,,,, ,,,,,
silent wait. nal recognition of the red men.
There wns a
van said today that he did not expect plans.
ninth, he made the outward journey to Penver.
f.ilr icdry.
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DISTINGTIIE STYLE

in wearing apparel for men, women and children, combined with the highest possible quality for your money,! is the keynote of the popularity of the Rosenwald store-ev- ery
garment guaranteed in style and quality and each possessing that distinct individuality so much desired in all garments. We will be pleased to have you inspect the new
styles, whether you wish to buy or not.
NEWEST MILLINERY

Women's Coats, Suits and

Dresses
The popular thing in coats is the full length
effects
with the closed collar then there are a number of models more
on the order of novelties, yet not conspicous but vejy dressy
and desirable these garments must be seen to be appreciated.
Prices range from $15.00 to $45.00.
effects are also very much in demand in suits
The
some models reaching nearly to the knee in the back and cut
away quite to the waist line in front Mandarin sleeves are
much in evidence and are proving strong favorites.
Among other makes, we are showing a beautiful line of the
famous "Wooltex" suits, which are positively guaranteed for
two seasons. Prices $12.50 to $50.00.
cut-a-w-

cut-a-wa-

y

Dresses, both Silk and Wool are especially attractive this
season and come in such a variety of styles it is difficult to name
the popular style features, though the draped effects and
are very strong. Prices $7.50 to $45.00.

ULTRA SHOES FOR
WOMEN

The new styles in millinery,
were never more attractive
and more generally becoming
than this season. We are
showing a beautiful variety of
the season's best styles, including the famous GAGE
Hats, which we would be
pleased to have you see and
try on. Prices $1.75 to $15.00

with our own "specials" offers an
unequaled variety of styles including all the most desirable models of
the season. These we carry in all
widths from "A" to "E" and all
sizes.
All the popular leathers and velvet
are well represented in neat and
The values posidressy models
tively are the best for the money.
Prices $2.50 to $3.50.

NEWEST KANCCAGS
All the newest and best shapes in
Leather, Velvet and Moire Bags are
now on display you'll find many
styles to interest you from the plain
leather bag up to the finest Moire
and Leather novelties'. Price $3.50
'
to $10.00.

"KEWPIE" DOLLS AND
STAMPED GOODS
We are showing the popular"Kew-pie- "
dolls in different sizes also
"Kewpie" designs in Royal Society
stamped patterns in good variety.

has Voas'Loading Store

'Frankel' suits and overcoats offer the best possible value for
your money-m- ade
along the newest style lines from pure wool fabrics, by the best tailors
to be had. they possess all the style and
quality possible in any garment.
They look well, wear well and keep their shape to the last. We are
showing
an excellent variety of patterns from which to choose.
Every garment un.
Conditionally guaranteed to give satisfactory service. Prices $15.00 and $20.00

SHIRTS AND UNDERWEAR

MEN'S NEWEST NECKWEAR
We are seowing a beautiful line of new neckwear
in all the most desirable
conciets. The new Velour
is the latest craze and comes in a
jarge variety of styles. See these novelties.
four-in-ha-

Established

South SidoPka

1862

men, yet limited in time available ror
ARTIFICIAL DAYLIGHT entitled the Loretta Literary and Betraining. In Europe there is a fixed
FOK WORLD'S FAIR
nevolent Society vs. Meliton Garcia et
1879.
d
conscription that makes every
al from Sandoval county.
young man familiar with drill
Three New Companies Wanted
The illumination of the Panama-Pacifiand camp life generally. In our coun
to recent orders from the
In
International
According
Published By
exposition
try only 1 per cent of those subject 191a will demonstrate the most mod war department, if New Mexico is to
to military duty have ever been in ern
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
system of lighting by indirect keep her regimental organization In
camp or received any system of in light, says the October Popular Me the state militia, three new companies
(Incorporated.)
struction In a soldier's duties. In our chanics magazine in an illustrated ar will have to be organized in the state
latest war, that with Spain, tens of ticle. Artificial daylight, produced by before January 1. The recent ruling
thousands of volunteers were enlisted diffused and reflected electric
EDITOR
M. PADGETT
light, requires the full strength of 12 comwho had never had a day's drill or will bathe the entire
grounds In a panies for a regimental organization,
fired a gun at a mark.
flood of uniform light extending to a and since the Tucumcarl company Is
No deterioration has occurred In height of 125 feet above the
ground. soon to be mustered out this means
the fiber of American.' manhood. Their Although almost four billion candle-powe- r that three additional companies must
high, courage and activity of mind
will be used, there will he no be mustered In to bring New Mexico
Entered it the poBtoffiee at East cannot he questioned. But the open glare or unprotected light to tire the up to the required standard. OtherLas Vosas, New Mexico, for traus- ing stages of war should be different eyes. Previous expositions have bee-- i wise the guard would go on a battalion
mission through, the United States from a rush to primary camps of in- illuminated by uncovered arcs, search- organization with four companies to
struction. In Its latest war Germany's lights, and outline
mails as tecond class matter.
strings of electric the battalion.
Immense army was thoroughly edu- bulbs on the exterior of the
Want Exhibit at Fair
buildings.
cated in advance, and moved along The result has been much
Ralph Ely of the state fair commisand
glare
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the lines of immediate, effective strat- a great distortion of arcnitectural and sion, has asked the state game war
Dally, by Carrier
egy as matured by leadership, hut sculptural effects at night because of den's department for a practical dem
.05
Per Copy
.....$
scientific and practical. France was dark spaces and shadows. There will onstration of fish hatching at the state
IB
One Week
overwhelmed, evn though it suppos- be no outlining at the Panama-Pacifi- c
fair. The Idea met with instant favor
65
One' Month
ed it had a large disciplined1 army. If exposition, and its elaborate scheme in the game warden's office, but un.'
J7.50
One Year
it had relied merely on volunteers the of
Hghting will illuminate the build- fortunately thOjSvjgestion was not
Daify, by Mail
defeat would have been absolutely ings almost as
naturally and with as raaae unui ai was too late to prepare
.1 ...... .$6.00
One Year
certain, for resistance at any point little distortion as daylighfg
the exhibit for this year. However,
3.00
Six Months
would have been impossible. National
Five principal sources of light will in talking of the matter today. Trini
safety everywhere demands that there be used. The exteriors of the build- dad C. de Baca, game warden, said
be adequate military
(raining and ings will be, illuminated by thousan 's that next year the crepartment would
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
claims of luminous arc
from
be
delusive
it
that
free
GROWER
standards, like huge have on exhibition a miniature work
12.00 A hurried call of undrilled citizens lamp posts, in front of the buildings. ing model of a fish hatchery, which
One Year
1.00 to the field is not a wise arrangement On top of each
...
Six Months;
standard, 55 feet would Illustrate every process in the
for meeting a military crisis. Their above the
ground, great clusters of restocking of the streams of New
intrepidity may be the highest, and electric arcs will send out 8,000 to Mexico with the finny tribe.
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- their patriotism equal to any sacriForeign Corporation
10,000 candlepower.
Canvas banners,
tions.)
fice, but they are not dealt with just- white on the Inside and
The Roswell Irrigated Land and Or
elaborately
orRenr.t Uy draft, check or money
ly when expected to buttress national painted on the outside, will shield chard company, a Maine corporation,
der. If sent otherwise we will not security and dignity by an immediate
the arcs and reflect their light upon has1 entered the state and has notified
fce responsible for loss.
enlistment at any time without pre- the
buildings' facades, bringing out the state corporation commission that
paredness. A knowledge of camp every architectural detail clearly and A. Seagrist of Roswell is the agent
Specimen copies free on
sanitation is as necessary as the drill
uniformly. In the center of the coTirts, for the concern. It is a $100,000 cor
sergeant's primary lessorlS. Rations large fountains of dense white' glass, poration with $35,000 paid in.
must be cooked and cared for by the with waterfalls near their
Express Rate Hearing
ALL PAPERS
DISCONTINUED AT
bases, will
men. They must, to some extent, be shed a
The corporation commission has
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
soft, even, diffused white glow
inured to marching.
A vital part; of over water and
an informal hearing on the ex
grounds. Two of called
PAID FOR
'
warfare is marksmanship. American these
fountains, with glass columns press rate for October i in Santa Fe
and1 the Wells
valor and love of country have never 70 feet
Fargo, Globe, Adams
high, and arcs developing
Advertisers are guaranteed the been surpassed. They deserve better
candlepower, will stand in the and United States express companies
largest daily and weekly circulation conditions for military service than Court of the Sun and Stars. To
have been notified to have represen
light
of any newspaper iu northern New are now available in this country tor
the walls behind colonnades and over- tatlves present on that date.
Mexico.
the
Grants Reduced Rate
farmers, mechanics, traders, come the shadows cast by other lights
The Santa Fe has granted a rate of
clerks and other workers who will un- outside, shaded arcs will be concealed
doubtedly volunteer when the call is in niches on the backs of the 6Tumns. ?50 a car on cattle in car load lots
TELEPHONES
made.
Their subdued and reflected light will from Grants, N. M., to Springer. N. M..
Business Office
Main 2
The American volunteer becomes a set off the
costly paintings on the instead of the usual rate of $73. This
News Department
Main 9 soldier in three or
four months. Are walls without shadows or distortion; rate is made to enable several cattle
men around Grants to ship their cattle
these months to be a negligible pe- when shadows are desired
they will to
are
our
riod?
What
after
volunteers
Springer, on account of the short
be produced with soft purplish light.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1913.
a seasoning of two years will be re Nor will there be
of grass at their present ranges,
age
inside
the
ariy g!ar
called by the celebration, now at hand, exhibit
Paroled Conditionally
palaces and other buildings.
AMEItlCAN VOLUNTEERS
Adolfo Qulntana, sentenced on May
of the fiftieth anniversary of Chicka The
will
flooded
be
with
larger spaces
mauga, one of the greatest baffles In soft white light from arcs concealed 5. 1912, from Santa Fe county to the
In case of war the United States history. Losses at Waterloo were 12 in
chandeliers 12 feet In diameter; reform school for from twd to two
would necessarily call again for
per cent, at Chickamauga over 30 per smaller spaces will be provided with and a half years, for burglary, has
as in the past Important out- cent In both armies. The fighting at less
"basin"
which been paroled conditionally by Govern
breaks of hostilities. The men who close quarters lasted two days, ana shed powerful on the lamps Rows or McDonald.
their light
s
ceiling.
have thus responded In grave national the carnage was terrible. These sol
Lawyers Admitted
of starlike glass prisms around the
The following attorneys have been
emergencies have made an unbroken diers also had volunteered from the huge lantern chandeliers will catch
record of success. Aided by their farms and workshops. They showed
to practice in the United
light coming from all directions and admitted
States
high standard of intelligence and a at Chickamauga what they may at spread It uniformly Into
district
court: James S. Fielder
eirery corner.
of Silver City; Frank Falrcloth of
and personal initiative length be made In assault and defense,
o
seldom, if ever matched In the ranks in the greatest degree of tenacity and
Fort Sumner.
of foreign armies, they have addeJ coolness in every phase of ' battle.
4- ti
Orders In Bankruptcy
to their h!;h reputation in each suc- Such is the material. But how difOrders for a hearing on petition for
cessive v
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
says the St Louis
ferent the start, not In native courage
discharge from bankruptcy have been
made in the following cases: J. h.
but In the lack of knowledge of camp
But it is timely to ask if they are and drill. Chickamauga was fought
Mook & Son of Roswell, Aaron M.
to be the basis of war
Adler
with18
of Las Vegas. Metzger & Fon- Santa
with
black
Earnest
Howell
Sept.
Fe,
powder,
strength
out a greater decree of preparation and a range for rifles of1 a few huf. left at noon today for Estancia, called vilie of Tucumcnri, William .f. Down
for summoning them hastily to the dred
yards. Now a bullet is deadly at there by the Torrance county grand ing of Clovis.
field. The growth of the country in two miles and the skirmish formation jury.
population averages 1,500,000 a year, has been greatly expanded. The
Notaries Appointed
Friends Expected Her to Die
and within the last 15 years much American volunteer will undertake
The following notaries were com"I sincerely believe my Hfe was
territory has been acquired, but our anything ordered. He should know missioned yesterday: Henry W. Dure, saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
little regular army has remained
the best ways to apply his capacity Albuquerque; Edward W. Dobson, A- Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarnumerically. It Is kept much and preserve his health and efficiency. lbuquerque; Joel B. Good, Albuquerque. rhoea Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
below, the small maximum allowed. At It is something worse than a mistake
In the Upper Court
"I was
Booth, Tonawanda
N. Y.
the same time the militia organiza- to double-quicThe final case was argued at the! taken with diarrhoea followed by an
him Into the fighting
tion, thq national guard, averages hut line p soon as enlisted. He will go, September session of the supreme attack of
acute indigestion. Power of
2,700 In the 43 states, a fine body of but what" a
court this afternooq. The case was the pen falls to portray the agonies i
system!

pttc

able-bodie-

c
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Furnishings

We are showing a full and complete line of Wilson
Bros, shirts and underwear. These garments reach the highest
perfection of the manufacturers'
"kill and come in such a variety of styles and
qualities that all may be suited

Pe-plu-

(She ESTABLISHED
gaUo

Men's Overcoats, Suits and

endured. My friends expected me to
die as I had been unable to get relief
for so long a time. This remedy went
directly to the seat of the irouble and
cured me In a few hours time." For
sale by all dealers.
Adv.
CANADIAN

HEALTH. CONGRESS
Regina, Sask., Sept. 12. The third
annual congress of the Canadian Public Health association opened here today with a large attendance and will
remain In session until and including
Saturday. The congress is International in its representation of public
health officials. Health officers from
nearly every city and town of the
Dominion and representatives of the
health authorities of New York, Chicago, and other large American cities
are in attendance as the gueBts of the
provincial government and of the city
of Regina. Many notable authorities
matter8 of puMc healta both ln
CaDada and in the United States are
present and have consented to deliver
addresses before the congress. The
program for the social entertainment
of the guests will include a reception
at the parliament buildings, the annual
dinner of the association, a garden
party and an excursion to Fort Qu'
Appqlle by special train, on which occasion the visitors will have an opportunity to Inspect the new sanatorium
building in course of construction.

in

eighth annual convention of the Fed- eration of Trade Press, associations
was called to order. H. M. Wiis.m,
president of the New York Trade
Press association, welcomed the delegates and H. M. Swetland, head of the
federation, responded In behalf of the
visitors. R. R. Shuman of Chicago
and E. J. Buckley of Philadelphia, also delivered addresses. The sessions
will extend over three days and there
will be editorial, publishers, circulation and advertising
symposiums
which will be addressed by noted men
connected with trade paper work.
It is estimated that papers representing an investment in the aggregate
of $35,000,000 are present at this

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.

Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipSwellings of the flesh caused by in.
flammation, cold, fractures of the ation. Adv.
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism can be relieved by applying

BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
should be well rubbed in over the part
affected. Its great healing and penetrating power eases the pain, reduces
swelling and restores natural conditions.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
TRADE PAPER MEN IN SESSION
New York, Sept.' 18. Representa-

tives of practically eveiy important
trade paper ln the United .States and
Canada were gathered rt the Hotel
Astor in this citv todav when ti,o

TO DISCUSS QUARANTINE
New Orleans, Sept. 18. At the call

of the Live Stock exchange, buyers of
cattle and hogs from the territory
tributary to this port, met here today
to consider the action recently taken
by a prominent steamship line, which
refuses to continue to carry hogs and
cattle... Attorneys for the li
men declare that the transportation
company cannot refuse arbitrarily to
accept any kind of legitimate freight.
Steamship men on the other hand, de
clare that the recent Cuban quaran- -

tine laws make a longer delay

j

neces-

sary than a passenger carrying ship
can afford to allow. A committee
probably will be sent to Cuba to treat
with the government of the island.

'
How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result
fatally before medicine can be ob-

tained or a physician summoned. It
is easily cured when the proper remedy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. Y says: "When my
husband had cholera morbus last summer he used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
it cured him promptly." Every fam-il- y
should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a quarter., For salo by
all dealers.
Adv.
ONTARIO

CHRISTIAN

BNDEAVOR

Hamilton, Ont, Sept. 18. Delegates
representing practically all branches
of the Christian Endeavor association
of this province are gathered here to
attend the annual meeting of the provincial organization which opened here
today for a session extending over
four days. Among the notable speakers in attendance are Rev. Francis
Clark, founder of the society; Karl
Lehmann, International field secretary; Rev. W. A. McTaggart, Rev. H. A.
MacPherson, Rev. A. W. Roffe, Rev.
Dr. Gilroy and many others. A school
of methods will be conducted each
day
by Mr. Lehmann and every morning
an address on spirit-fillelife will lo
given by the Rev. A. W. Roffe.
d

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kidneys allow uric acid poisons to remain in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and aching joints follow. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently build
up the kidneys, restore their normal

action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
Store. Adv.
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CAPITAL PAID IN
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A CHARGE

FAMOUS

SAVES DAUGHTER

FACE

Advice of Mother no Doubt Pre

OF

?enb Daughter's Untimely End.

MURDER
OF VISITORS IN
TO HEAR MRS.
REUTER'S TRIAL

HUNDREDS

Bartlesville, Okla., Sept. 18. Hundreds of visitors have arrived here
from Tulsa and other cities o this
state, attracted by the fact that on
Monday next Mrs. Laura M. Renter, a
former society leader and prominent
church worker of Tulsa, will be placed
on trial before a jury in the local district court upon the charge of complicity in the murder of her husband,
Charles T." Reuter, an attorney of
Tulsa. Guy Mackenzie and Joe Baker, the two men whose accomplice
Mrs. Reuter is charged with having
been, were tried upon the charge of
murder some months ago and are
now serving life terms in the stats
penitentiary, having been found guilty of the murder of Reuter.
The case was originally
on he
docket of the superior court at Tulsa,
but was transferred to the district
court at Bartlesville on a change of
venue, after an agreement to, thi9 effect had been reached by the at'.or-neyof the state' and those of the
woman. The case will be tried
before District Judge R. H. Hudson,
by whose order a venire of 100 jurors
has been drawn from which the jury
in the case will be selected. County
Attorney Pat Malloy, of Tulsa and his
firrt assistant, Ed Crossland, wlil rep- ' resent the state, while several noted
lawyers will guard the Interests of
Mrs. Reuter.
The coming trial, which is awaited
throughout the state with a great deal
of interest, will probably form the
concluding chapter of one of the most
puzzling mysteries which the authorities and courts of Oklahoma have ever faced. Although two men were
found guilty of the murder" the real
motives and the true inside history
of the crime have never become pubWhether the mystery
licly known.
will be solved at the coming trial re- mains to be seen. Nearly two hundred witnesses have been subpoenaed
by the state and by the defense and
the (rial is expected to last a month
or more.
Charles T. Reuter, a well known and
prosperous lawyer of Tulsa, was killod
in his bed room on the upper floor of
his Tulsa residence on the night of
May 5 last. The shots which had
caused his death and the screams of
Mrs. Reuter alarmed the whole neighborhood and when the police entered
tho bouse they found Mr. Reuter dead
on his bed, while Mrs. Reuter was
locked in her room on the opposite
side of the hall, soreaming for help.
It was ascertained that jewelry valued
at $400 and $150 in cash which Mr.
Reuter was known to have in his
pocket, were missing and the natural
inference was that Mr. Reuter had
g

.

BLUE ANO
DISCOURAGED
Mrs. Hamilton Tells How She

Finally Found Health in
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. '

Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
it was no use for I was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
1 took eleven
bottles, and now I am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine in
the world. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
We ' ow
today. Delay is dangerous.
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.
Writt to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Social
book, "Home
Instructions on your case and
Treatment for Women," in plain wrappsr. W.G. J US

been, killed by burglars who had entered the house to rob him.
at
A thorough investigation was
once begun. It was ascertained that
a tall man, masked, and with a red li?ht
dangling from his belt, had been seen
running from the Reuter home immediately after the shot had been
hecrd. But the burglar theory did
not satisfy the police officials and

held for trial. The men were tried
together and in the course 'of the trial
the prosecution maintained that there
had been intimacy between Mackenzie
and Mrs. Reuter. It was shown that
there had been frequent quarrels between Reuter and his wife; that Mrs.
Reuter and Mackenzie frequently met
and that she accompanied him several
times on joy rides In his automobile.
The attempt to prove an alibi for. Mac
kenzie and the other men accused,
failed and while the charge against
Bellew was dropped, Mackenzie and
Joe Baker, his friend and companion,
were held for trial. .Their trial was
brief and they were found guilty and
sent to the penitentiary for life.
Mrs. Reuter, who comes from a
good family and occupied a high so
cial position In Tulsa, where she was
prominently identified with church
and women's club life, was held for
trial but was permitted to remain at
liberty upon her own recognizance.
She continued to live quietly fn her
home on North Cheyenne avenue, Tulsa. She is the daughter of Benjamin
McKean, formerly postmaster at Indianapolis, Ind., Is 2G years old and
has two small children. Public opinion seems to be in her favor and it
is believed by her numerous friends
that she will be able clearly to establish her innocence of any actual or implied share in the alleged conspiracy
which led to the murder of her late
husband.

"CASCARE1S" RELIEVE

Vep-tabl-

"I

Esmond, R.I.
write to tell you
how much good your medicine has done
me and to let other women know that
there is help for them. I suffered with
bearing down pain3, headache, was irregular and felt blue and depressed all
the time. I took Lydia E. Pinkham'3
Vegetable Compound and commenced to
gain in a short time and I am a well woman today. I am on my feet from early

morning until late at night running a
boarding house and do all my own work.
I hope that many suffering women will
try your medicine. It makes happier
wives and mothers. ' 'Mrs. Anna Hansen, Esmond, Rhode Island.

OF

MILAN

Edict Which Guaranteed Freedom of
Worship Should Be Known to
All Americans.

any.

Try Cascarets;
they Immediately
cleanse the stoinach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
bowels. Then your stomach trouble
A Cascaret tonight will
is ended.
straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will
keep your stomach sweet; liver and
bowels regu'ar for months. Don't
forget the children their little lnsides
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
Adv.

Nffl

toric precedent of the principle that
has made America great. Proclaimed
1.G00 years ago, it remains the most
remarkable of human documents, since
it cave freedom of worship. Churches
of all faiths would do well to take note
of Its anniversary. In Rome on Sunday, by order of the pope, the name of
Constantino will be mentioned in all
sermons preached from Roman Cath-qli- c
pulpits.
The exact month of the decree Is not
known, but a cloud of witnesses fixes
it in the year 313. It was probably
some weeks earlier than March 30, but
the year Is absolutely certain. Classical scholars treat this decree and its
a
history with some doubt. In
the very existence of the decree is denied. The truth Is, these
very learned men do not read Christian documents with a tithe ot the care
bestowed on Livy or Cicero.
The persecution of the church under
Diocletian was frightful. 'Laetantius
speaks from personal knowledge for
he was an eye witness of many awful
of
tutor
was the
He
scenes'
and ho knew
son
Constantine's
of ConLicinius. The narrative
Maxentius
defeat of
stantine's
at the Milvian bridge, near the
most northerly gate of Rome, In October, 312, Is readily available for all
who would study it. The great arch
which the emperor ordered to be built
in the city still stands. After attending to important business he went to
Milan, where he gave his sister in
marriage to Licinius, his
The two then Issued the memorable decree. We may deplore the
union between church and state
which Constantino brought about, but
the decree of 313 is above all praise. It
made a turning point in the history of
the world's affairs through the influence of Christianity.
Pauly-WisBow-

fellow-empero-

un-hoi- y

absorbs a tremendous quantity of water. These blocks are made to line
the battleships' sides and placed be
tween two walls of steel.
When it comes to the manufacture
of cigars there is not a part of the
plant without commercial value.
Then In Russia the seed is raised
by the millions of pounds each year
and makes quite an eatable oil, while
the residue is turned into a seedcake
for the cattle. The blossoms furnish
honey find after that an excellent
yellow dye.

The Chinese are successful in
ting from the stalks a filky fiber.

get-

Praise the Child.
One of the reasons why a child is
so willing to help a neighbor and so
reluctant to help at home is because
of the greater recognition of service.
There is no reason why service should
not be recognized Just because It is a
daily performance or because it is paid
service. A good business man recognizes a daily task well done even
A
though he pays his employes.
housewife wants her husband to praise
her dinner, even though she has cooked it a hundred times before.
And
children are not free from this human weakness. Yet it is only too
common for mothers to scold when
tasks are not performed or are done
badly, and to accept complacently a
piece of work without a
word of praise. Of course, the matter of praise can be overdone, but in
actual experience it is far oftener left
undone entirely. Common courtesy
toward the members of your family
grows stronger as the children grow
in years.
Boys and girls of sixteen
fee! some awkwardness about accepting small sums for tasks, but they
have Just begun to realize the sweetness of appreciation. - ,
well-don-

e

MEXICO

HAVE

All Americans should know about
the Milan decree. It Is the one his-

the 'following day Guy D. Mackenzie, Grover Bellew, his chauffeur, and
.Too Baker were arrested on the theory
that Reuter's murder was the result
of a conspiracy, with robbery ag a MANY USES FOR SUNFLOWER
blind to conceal the real motive. (NU
until the preliminary examination of Its Pithy Stalks Line Sides of Battlethe three men began was Mrs. Reuter
ships and Russians Make
Oil From Seed.
her
served with a warrant charging
with being a. party to the alleged con
The sunflower, it seems, is used for
spiracy.
numberless
purposes by different
At the preliminary examination a
In this country it is consid
great deal of damaging evidence un ered valuable in the construction of
earthed by the police was offered and battleships, the stalks being pithy and
the men as well as Mrs. Reuter were when compressed in blocks the pith
on

Warren. Ind. "I Was bothered terribly with female weakness. I had pains
i and was not regular,
SICK, SOUR STOMACH
ached all
head
my
'
t
the time, I had bearing- down pains and MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOGmy back hurt me the
GED WASTE FROM LIVER
biggest part of the
AND BOWELS
mart M irpisi; time, I was dizzy
feeland
had
weak
pill;
Get a
box now.
ings when I would
That awful sourness, belcTOng of
stoop over, it hurt
me to walk any dis- acid and foul gases; that pain in the
tance and I felt blue
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
and discouraged.
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
"I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's eating, dizziness and sick headache,
Compound and am now in means a disordered stomach, which
good health. If it had not been for cannot be
regulated until you remove
that medicine I would have been in my
cause.
the
It isnt your stomach's
a
Mrs.
Artie E.
grave longtime ago."
Hamilton, R.F.D. No. 6. Warren, Ind. fault. Your stomach is as good as

Another Case.
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PLANS FOR STRUCTURE AT THE
SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION ARE
ADOPTED

The plans for New Mexico's state
building at the San Diego exposition
have been made by Rapp and Rapp,
Santa Fe architects, and have been
accepted by the board of exposition
managers, says the Santa Fe New
Mexican.

Those who have seen the plans pronounce the building a "beauty," In
thorough harmony .with the style of
architecture dear to Santa Fe and to
the Sunshine State.
Elaborate
preparations for New
Mexico's exhibit now are under way.
This was ascertained following a
meeting of the exposition managers
held yesterday
afternoon.
The following is the official report of that
meeting:
Pursuant to call made by the chairman, the board of exposition managers
met at Santa Fe in the office of the
chairman, September 16, 1913, there
being present Messrs. S. T. Clark, Guy
A. Reed and
the ehairman, R. E.
Twitchell; Messrs. J. j. Shuler and
Manuel V. Vigil not being present.
Report was made by the chairman
in which it appeared that, ail orders
made by the board at its meeting held
in Santa Fe on August 14, 1913, had
been carried out.
I7pon motion by Mr. Clark, it was
resolved to make report to the governor of the state as to progress of the
work in charge of the board.
The matter of inviting the
tion of the women of the state in the
matter of a New Mexico exhibit was
carefully discussed and considered,
and upon motion by Mr. Reed it was
resolved to invite the governor of the
state to appoint a woman's auxiliary
board, the membership consisting of
at least one representative from each
county in the state.
The question of visiting different
portions of the state was discussed,
and .as a matter of publicity it was
decided that the entire board would
visit all portions of the state at its
earliest convenience.
The subject of plans featuring the
educational syeJlim of the Btate were
considered, and upon motion the chairman was instructed to Invite the various boards of education and school
in the
district directors to
matter of an educational exhibit at
the exposition; the plan as outlined
being in the nature of moving pictures
portraying the educational work, of
the entire state.
Mr. Clark was authorized to confer
with the representatives of the mining
interests of the southwestern portion
of the state In the matter of properly
portraying upon films the mining industry in that portion of New Mexico.
Like portrayal upon films of the mining Interests in other portions of the
state was ordered, the same to be
taken up by the chariman and Dr. J. J.
Shuler. In the matter of the agricultural, live stock, and irrigation interests of the state, it was resolved to
ask the president of the State College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts to
assist the board in the matter of
making an exhibit, all of which was
i,!aced in the hands of Mr. Reed.
In the matter of applications for
employment, it was ordered that all!
such applications be filed with the
a

ake Youe

"Facial Freaks and Frolics."
After the Chirstmas party they both
felt very pleased with themselves and
things in general.
TIZ Puts New Life in Tired, Aching
They sat together In a cozy little alFeet Makes Them Glow With.
he took his courcove, and
Real Foot Comfort.
.
hands
In
and
both
proposed.
age
There was no hesitation on the lady'6
part as she accepted, and a moment
later they occupied but one chair,
while she nestled closely to his maniy
breast. Suddenly she started, frowned
and looked him full in the face.
"Albert," she said, "ydu are untrue
to nie! You are playing a game with

1

me!

You"

"Darling," he lisped, "what"
"You are
al
me!" she thundered Indignantly.
"I can't help It," he muttered sad
ly. "My eyeglasses are falling off
gradually, and I don't want to let go
of your dear little hand."
Bergson In a Nutshell.
A friend writes to the Star to

S'W

'i

vug

asi

for an explanation in language that
a plain man can understand, of ' the
philosophy that the distinguished
French philosopher, Henri Bergson
is now expounding in this country.
Well, somebody was It Dr. J. W
Hudson, of the University of Missouri? has said that Bergson's phil
o:;o-'-is summed up in the line oi

SEPTEMBER

ipp t, is a aulek relict tor
TIZ, for tenner and
a trial TIZ foot bath
all foot troubles
will prove It- TIZ cures awollon feet, achfeet
that
chafe, smart and
feet,
ing
Corns, bunions.
milnupe and
h.,m
chilblains are quickly relieved by TIZ.
and departPrice 25 cent Ifat druggists'
your doaler won't supment stores.
rl:c ong:
by mail, on receipt
ply TIZ, weSeewill,that
"Walter Luther
"I don't know where I'm going, but of price.& Co." is printed
on the packDodge
I'm on my way." Kansas City Star.
Luther
Walter
Uodije & Co.. 1223
age
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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board to be acted upon at the time
when services other than thOBe of
members of the board were necessary.
Moving Pictures
The chairman was instructed to
make careful inquiry as to tost of a
motion picture camera and equipment
for the use of the board, same to be
purchased after January 1, 1914. It
was resolved to procure the services
of a competent man for field work In
the operation of the motion picture
camera.
Pursuant to advertisement made by
the board requesting the submission
of plans and specifications for a building at the exposition, a number of
plans were submitted, and after the
most careful consideration, the plans
submitted by the firm of Rapp and
Rapp of Santa Fe, were adopted.
Upon motion of Mr. Clark, it was
ordered that a folder be designed and
printed, showing the plans and specifications for the New Mexico build
ing, and that the same be distributed
throughout the state by the board, accompanied by such other advertising literature as the various commercial bodies through the state cared
to use for publicity purposes.
Under Instructions from the board
of directors of the New Mexico Museum, Dr. Edgar L. Hewett appeared
before the board and announced that
his own services and those of the staff
of the Museum and School of Archaeology were at the disposal of the
beard of managers without cost to the
board. Dr. Hewett, on the part of the
state museum, also tendered the use
of the large collection of negatives be
longing, to the state museum.
Dr. Hewett outlined at length the
purposes and scope of the exposition
management, and the board tendered
him its thanks for the information
sained thereby.
Upon motion, it was resolved that
Messrs. Clark, Reed and Vigil were
authorized to visit San Diego at the
earliest possible day for the purpose
of conference with the exposition officials, and the letting of contracts in
San Diego for the construction of the
New Mexico building.
The chairman
and Dr Shuler having already visited
the exposition grounds aid co.iizant
of conditions, and, believing that
money would be saved by their not
accompanying the other members of
tho board to San Diego.

THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
FREE

FM

DANDRUFF

GIRLS! TRY ITI YOUR HAIR GETS
SOFT, FLUFFY AND LUXURIANT AT ONCE
If you care for heavy hair, that
glistens with beauty and is radiant
with life; has an incomparable softness and is fluffy and lustrous, try
Danderine.
Just one application doubles the
beauty of your hair, besides it immediately dissolves every particle of
dandruff; you cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair if you have dandruff.
This destructive scurf robs the hair
of its lustre, its strength and its very
life, and if not overcome it produces
a feverishness and itching of the
soalp; the hair roots famish, loosen
and die; then the hair falls out fast.
If your hair has been neglected and
is thin, faded, dry, scraggly, or too
oily, get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine at any drug store or toilet
counter; apply1 a little as directed and
ten minutes after you will say this
was the best investment you ever
made.
We sincerely believe, regardless of
everything else advertised, that if you
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
and lots of it no dandruff no itching scalp and no more falling hail"
you must use Knowlton's Danderine.
If eventually why not now? Adv.

Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a family to sunnort
can afford to have kidney trouble; nor
need he fear It with such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little but doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore normal action of kidneys and
bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store.
PENNSYLVANIA

Adv.
GOOD

ROADS

OLD

SERVANTS

WERE

BEST

DEATH

Kate Douglas Wlggin's Story of the
Aged Butler's Great Sense of
Responsibility.
Kate Douglas Wiggin at her recent
authors' luncheon In New York, talked
about servants for this was a luncheon of Woman authors, and when did
women ever foregather without tackling the servant problem?
"The best servants are the
ones," Mrs. Wiggin said.
"These
family retainers
are conscientious beyond belief. It is
almost pathetic to see how deeply at
heart they .have the interests of the
family they work for.
"There is a very aristocratic old
New York family living in Washington square. This family's butler is
now nearly seventy. He and his father before him have served in the
one house since the revolutionor
almost since the revolution.
"The old butler's sense of responsibility extends even to the debutante
daughter of the house, a pretty girl
of eighteen. At a recent large dinner
party this girl devoted herself to the
handsome young man on her right,
turning entirely too much of her
shoulder to the elderly curmudgeon on
her other side.
"The good butler noticed this and
it worried him. He did not wish the
debutante daughter of the oldest
house In New York to get a reputation for rudeness, such as so many
nouveaux riches debutantes have, and
so, during the game course, under
pretext of filling the young lady's
glass with champagne, he whispered
hurriedly:
" 'A little more conversation to the
left, miss.' "

IIS
0

INROADS
G. A.
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11.000
OVER
VETERANS
HAVE
DIED SINCE REUNION WAS
HELD LAST YEAR

Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 18. More
than 11,000 Union veterans of the
Civil War died during the twelve
months ending December 31, last, and'
more than 180,000 such veterans are
still on the rolls of the Grand Army
of the Republic, according to Alfred
B. Beers, commander-in-chie- f
of the
organization, who delivered his an
nual address at the reunion here to
day.

,The year started with a memberMr. Beers said, and1
14,779 were added to the rolls by
muster, transfer and reinstatement.
The losses were as follows: by death,
11,338; by honorable discharge, 435;
by transfer, 1.7C4; by suspension,
6,976; by dishonorable discharge, 63;
by delinquent reports, 4,283, and by
surrender of charter, 1,039, making a
tital loss, partially offset by gains, of
25,89S.
The rate of mortality; basel
on the membership was 6.28 per cent.
Another topic discussed at some
length by Mr; Beers was the alleged
discrimination in railroad rates to
Chattanooga between the grand army
KISS N DARK FOR ECONOMY and the confederate
veterans, who
held their reunion here In May. "It
It Was Jersey Husband's Way, Says would appear," he said, "that the
Wife, Who Sues Him for
services of the veterans of the union
Divorce.
army and the consideration due them
are
held lightly in the estimation of
A novel way for a married man to
The railsolve the high cost of living problem the railroad authorities."
Is to avoid maintaining a home, leav-i- i roads of the south, however, gave the
g his wife to live with her folks same rate to both camps of veterans,
aad he remaining with hi3 people. Mr. Beers added, the alleged discrimt a Jersey City man did, ination
That
being in the north and against,
bis wife alleges in her proceedings
the union veterans. In this connecfor divorce.
tion he said:
They 'were married in 1898 and
"The Southern Passenger associaparted two years later. She declared
he never supported her, only kissed tion, composed of railroads east of
ber in the dark, and his idea of hav the Ohio river, gave the same rate to
ing a good time with her was when the union veterans that they had
he called Sunday evenings and took given to the confederate veterans in
her out for a walk.
May of this year, namely one cent per
She even charges that when he in
mile. The remaining associations, ex
cited her to have an ice cream soda
lohe always first got the nickel from cept the Trunk Line association,
her. His meanness, she averred, was cated in New York and the transshown only to her in that he stayed continental lines, fixed the rate at
out at nights and that his bank
two cents per. mile, which is, I bei
started in 1898, had reached lieve, a higher rate than the
only $249.54, including interest, twelve army has paid in some years.
fears later.
in the associations
making the
The husband insisted he had sup
of two cents per mile, was tho
charge
and
that
her
he
her
had
ported
paid
doctors bills. She admitted he had association whose roads operate in
paid the physician, but insisted the Missouri and Kansas and perh;'ps
reason she required the services of the other states, which made a rate for
medical man was that she had not the confederate veterans' reunion of
hud enough to eat. The case is before one cent per mile. The railroads
Judge McDermott, of Jersey City, who from New York to Washington made
has directed the lawyers to file briefs.
no reduction whatever in rates, but
New York Tribune.
charged the full regular fare to Washington, the gateway to the territory
Frankly Answered.
Laudatory remarks about Black Orp- of the Southern Passenger associaingtons, Plymouth Rocks and other tion, which rate is in excess of the
fancy breeds of fowl a few days ago prices regularly charged for excursion
reminded Congpessman Henry Allen tickets good for ten
days and largely
Cooper of a chicken dinner In Mary- in excess of
mileage book rates good
land.
The dinner, the congressman said. for at least one year."
Mr. Beers urged that the pension
was given by a colored man named
Ebenezer White, and the guest of the committee present a bill to congress
evening was George
Washington granting a pension of $75 a month
Green, chief deacon of the little church to veterans who are blind. He also
that White occasionally attended.
recommended that widows of veterans
Grace, of course, was eloquently who
married after June 17, 1890,
said, and at its conclusion Mr. White
should
not be entitled to pensions.
to
carve
the
Deachicken. Then
began
"The most of us are conversant with
con Green became facetious.
"Bruddah White," he smilingly re- the causes that led to the passage of
marked, "do dat nex do' neighbor ob that law," he said. "It was a neces
yo'u keep chickens ?"
sary and proper law then, but since
"No, sah!" came the prompt re- that time
and
many honorable,
sponse of Mr. White, as he deftly pried affectionate women have kindly vetmarried
lose a
"but
he
wing,
try
hard 'nuff to keep 'em." Philadelphia erans from the purest of motives and
ministered to them in their last hours.
Telegraph.
It seems an injustice that such noble
women should be made to suffer with
Age and Celebrity.
"In a few days," says a letter in a the
irresponsible class that the
Vienna paper, "Adelina Patti, born in
designed to reach. Surely a law
Madrid of Italian parents, will reach
the age of seventy. Since her seventh can be framed that will separate the
years, when she made her first appear- wheat from the chaff."
ance on the concert state, she has
been known the world over, and alAdenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids rpsult from a succession
though she is now the Baroness Ceder-strowe know her still as Patti. She of colds in babies and young- children.
was only a little girl when, in 1859, They spoil the mental and physical
she appeared in 'Lucia dl Lammer-moor- , life of a child.- The condition that
and as Rosina in 'The Barber,' causes them may easily be avoided by
but she never, in the course of her careful parents. Quickly and
cure all colds and fh"ont irrilong stage career, received greater tations
use of Foley's Honey
applause than she did on those occa- and Tar by the
Compound, and adenoids will
sions. I heard her when she came to not
O. G.
and Red
Vienna for the first time, in 18G3. I Crossdevelop. Store. Schaefer
Adv.
Drug
remember it so well, and also my enthusiasm, that it seems difficult to
STILL PUZZLED BY ROBBERY
think of the singer as seventy years
Miss., Sept. IS. The diHazlehurst,
old except when I look in the mirror.
rectors of the Bank of
heard the official explanation todav of
The
Marshall was enjoy- the rifling of the bank's vault
whil,
ing the dignity of his position thor- the employes of the Institution watchoughly until a friend pointed out to ed a
parade from the front steps. ?;0
him these paragraphs in Woodrow Willight was thrown on the roMwy,
son's "Congressional Government:"
"There is very little to be said about which is considered one of the rrjorit.
the
of the United States. clever and daring ever
commiitej in
His position Is one of anomalous insig the state.
ship of 191,340,

well-roaste- d

law-wa- s

-

-

thor-ouchl- y

Harisburg, Pa., Sept. IS. County
chairmen of the various political parties, union labor organizations represented by their officials, members of
automobile clubs, medical societies
and local roads associatnons gathered
here today in large numbers In the
hall of the house of representatives
to discuss the question of good roads
and arouse interest in the proposed
$50,000,000 state bond issue for roads, nificance.
"His chief dignity, next to presiding
which will be voted on at the Novemover the senate, lies In the circumber election.
stance that he Is awaiting the death
or disability of the president. And the
We pay 5c a pound for nice large chief embarrassment in discussing his
office is that, in explaining how little
clean cotton rags. Optic Publishing
there is to be said about It, one bu
Co.
evidently said all there Is to say."
Vice-Preside-

.

Foley Kidney Pills ci
cases of widney nn.--l I in
rheumatism and 1'
they remove the n
take this honest c
,
to your system
(
right results. Try t
fer and Rod Cror?
1
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STRAIr. TOPICS FROM V V V
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
New York, September 18. The new
city directory for the Tiouroughs of
Bronx
has
Manhattan and the
a
is
It
respectissued.
been
quite
just
ably huge volume, containing about
ESO.OOO
names against 509,000 in last
Of course, the number
issue.
year's
of names contained in the directory
does not give the slightest hint as
to the number of persons living In
these two boroughs. In the first place

the directory contains many thousand
names of persons not actually living In
Manhattan and the Bronx, but merely
working there. Furthermore it must
te taken Into consideration that only
persons are
the names of grown-uenumerated. Figuring that each name
represents on the average a family of
four the names In the latest directory
would represent a population of about
two millions.
is
The population jn Manhattan
very unevenly distributed. In some
districts the population per acre Is
quite Insignificant, while other districts, like those of the lower East
side are tremendously congested. The
most congested block in New York
City is on the east side of Manhattan
south of Williamsburg bridge. It is
said to contain 5,000 persons. A cou:.t
made by a charity society recently
showed that in 122 Manhattan blocks
there were 312,000 persons, more than
the total populations of either Jersey
City, Louisville, Kansas City, Providence, Rochester, St. Paul or

vacation season and on which all vacationists within 500 miles of New
York City return to their daily routine of work. In their desire to enjoy
their vacations to the last moment the
vacationists overlook or pay no attention to the fact that the sudden Inrush
of thousands of travelers is bound to
congest and embarrass the railroad
lines leading to the city. On Labor
Day this year more than 750,000 persons poured into the city, while at the
same time more than 300,000 left the
city for their homes in the west, south
or New England. It will easily be
understood that the capacity of the
various railway lines was taxed to its
utmost and that the officials of the
various lines had plenty of work to
keep them out of mischief. To trans
port these enormous crowds Is a large
task, but the handling of the mountains of baggage carried by the Incoming trains Is even a more hercu
lean task. It Is estimated that more
than 70,000 pieces of baggage were
handled on La'mr T?y at the Grand
Central terminal filcm

J., visited Altnatlo City the other day
and appeared on the beach In a costume which, would have scarcely caused a ripple of surprise at Coney Island. She wore a bright purple bathing suit with a short skirt which was
slit on each side from the hem to the
waist. The other bathers, strange to
;say all' men, were greatly shocked.
They began to crowd around the woman, probably to allow the shock to
soak in properly. In a few moments
the woman was surrounded by a mob
of several hundred men who gave expression to their moral Indignation by
throwing handfuls of wet sand at her
offensive costume. Of course, the
woman became scared and after a few

Notwithstanding a number of arand convictions for incediarism
during the past year the number of
incediary fires in NewYork City is
steadily increasing. According to the
expert opinion of Fire Commissioner
Johnson fully 25 per cent of the 14,571
fires which occurred in the city last
year were deliberately planned and
executed by incendiaries. Only in 36
per cent of the fires the cause could
be ascertained with any degree of
certainty. There were many hundreds
perhaps thousands of fires of a susscreams she fainted and collapsed. picious character and it is quite prob
The life guards came to her rescue, able that the percentage of
incediary
carried her to the beach hospital and fires was nearer 50 than 25.
then escorted her to her hotel to protect her from the crowd of men still
The boxing fans of New York did
not display a great amount of considlingering on the beach.
eration for the boxing profession nor
Over on the East side, in the con- did they Bhow much gallantry for the
a
gested Italian quarters of the city fair sex when they "rough-housed-"
bomb outrages have become so com- young and handsome woman, said to
mon that nobody seems to pay much be engaged to Jack Britton, the lightattention to them excepting, perhaps, weight boxer, who wished to witness
the persons who may he Injured or the Moran-Palze- r
prizefight at the St
whose property Is destroyed by an ex- Nicholas rink. For some reason the
plosion. In Coney Island bomb explo- young woman appeared in male attire
sions are not yet of common occur- among the crowd which was assembled
rence, notwithstanding the fact thut in front of the gates of the rink, waitn
Coney forms the center of a
ing to be admitted. Her sex was easisettlement. The other day ths ly discovered and the discovery crewife of an Italian grocer in Cdiey ated quite a sensation. The men,
Island found a bomb to which a sput- young and old, crowded around the
tering fuse was 'attached, in front of young woman and police reserves had
her husband's store stre early in the to be summoned to extricate her. FolShe alarmed the whole lowed by a hooting and yelling crowd
morning.
neighborhood with her screams which of men and boys the girl was taken to
was rather fortunate, for the commo- the police station on West
tion brought another .Italian woman street. Later she was arraigned beto the scene ,who had lived on the fore a magistrate under the charge of
East side of Manhattan until recently masqueradingin the garb of a person
and was used ttx bombs. Without hesi- of the opposite sex, but after the
tation she jumped on the fuse and masgistrate at the court had heard her
stamped out the smouldering glow explanation, he dismissed her with a
which, in a few moments more would warning.

rests

,arg-Italia-

fortunate thing for
v'io frequented the
beaches in and around New York City
that the New York beach crowds are
accustomed to all Mnd3 of weird bathing costumes and do not seem to mind
them. Atlantic City Is not so vety
far from Coney Island.'yet the crowds
bathing there seem to be a great deal
move fastidious and conservative in
their notions as to the propriety of
Labor Day in late years has become feminine bathing costumes. The wife
the day which marks the close of th( of a hotel proprietor of Burlington, N.

It is a

have reached the explosive In the
bomb and caused the destruction of
the little grocery store.
"

r,r;.-.ht-

many wor.wu

Sixty-eight-
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PLACES HIS LAMP
IN A

HANDY

PLACE
NEW YORKER ARRESTED FOR
LUMINAT1NG"
FASHIONABLE SKIRTS

'IL- -

New York, Sept. 18. Just what the
board of health can do to halt the
artificial illumination of diaphanous
skirts is a matter of conjecture, but
Magistrate Breen, sitting in the York-villcourt, referred such a case to
that board when John Carey, who has
a store at No. 1433 Broadway, was
brought befoTe him, charged with
maintaining a nuisance. Policeman
Guidner of the West Thirtieth street
station, was the complainant against
e

'

Mr. Carey.
He said Mr. Carey
lene automobile lamps
power, each installed
ment in front of his

J''

had four acetyof 5,000 candle
near the paveplace, and that
they illuminated and rendered almost
transparent the gowns of passing
women.
The policeman said the innovation attracted throngs of men and
boys and1 that he had difficulty in
keeping the sidewalk and street free
for passage.
"Does this powerful light penetrate
skirt to a marked degree?"
an
Policeman Guidner was asked.
"To a marked degree!" returned the
"You never saw anything
policeman.
like it. One young woman passed'
through this light that never fails the
other night,' and well, I,ady Godiva
never had anything on the young
woman. That's the naked truth."
"I would like to have the case continued until September," said Mr.
y

Carey.

"About 'September

Morn,' eh?" he

was asked.
'
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We invite you to look over our fall line of Suits and Overcoats. We can
offer you at a saving of from $5.00 to $8.00 on a Suit or

Overcoat for the fall and winter of 191314.
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WM. H. POPE,
man.
United States District Judge.
"I do not believe I have any juris- Attest: A true copy.
diction in this matter," said MagisHARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
trate Breen. "I would advise you, Mr.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Guidner, to take this case to the board
of health."
Kansas City, Sept. 18. Hogs,
"Or the committee on light and san.
5,000.
Market 5 to 10 cents
itation," whispered the whistling court higher. Bulk $8.358.80; heavy $8.25
attendant.
8.65; packers and butchers $8. 25
Mr. Carey leaned forward and asked 8.90; lights
$8.358.80; pigs $6
the court attendant if the case had 7.50.
been dismissed.
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steady
"Yes, we have a heavy docket to- to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers
day and little room for light cases," $8.759.30; dressed ieef steers $7.75
said the tftmrt attendant.
western steers
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can show you the largest stock of medium priced Suits and Overcoats made expressly
Warranted all wool garments and hand tailored, for

$9.99, $12.95.
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La
CORRECT GARMENTS FOR MEN

EIGHT

OF

03 PEESSEO

ONE YEAR FREE,

95.
Corn,
73.

for us.

Worth $15.00 to $22.00 elsewhere. Gome in and be convinced

SUITS

$1,049,352

Statement of the National Fire Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn.,
as of December 31, 1912:
Total assets
$14,982,673
Total liabilities
9,085,468

If

PHOOSING
coming hat when
the new styles come
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Surplus
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STATEMENTS

States
Statement of the United
branch of the Atlas Assurance Company, Limited, of London, England,
as of December 31, 1912:
Cross assets
$2,826,707
Gross liabilities
1,777,354
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comparatively
of the District Court of the Vihki Copper issues 'reflected the decline
la
States for the District vi New rex- - the metal at London.
failed
Reading
'
co:
W ; to
respond to the decidedly favorable
Aaron M. Adler of the City? of Las
showing of the annual report.
Vegas in the County of San Miguel
Government two per cent bonds,
and State of New Mexico, in said
whose weakness recently has heen atDistrict, respectfully represents that
to the expected Influence of
on the 12th day of June, last past, ne tributed
legislation were again heavy.
currency
was duly a'djudged bankrupt under tne
on the
They sold at 97, a loss of 1
acts of congress relating to
that he has duly Farrendered week. Bonds were easy.
The market acted better after specall his property and rights of propulation
quieted. Small buying orders
has
with
and
all
erty,
fully compiled
make their
to
appearance,
the requirements of said acts and of began
which ultimately lifted Union Pacific
the Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore, he prays that he may to its highest, level. California Petrobe decreed by the Court to have full leum preferred dropped seven points;
discharge from all debt provea&le Mexican Petroleum rallied four points
against his estate under said bankrupt more than recovering its loss.
railroad
Established divldend-payinacts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
stocks were bought but the specialties
Dated this 15th day of September, moved in a confused manner. Steel
A. D. 1913.
was fed out on all rallies and some
AARON M. ADLER;
of the low priced copper stocks were
Bankrupt.
heavy on the slowing uo of rreneral
speculation in the group. Union PaciIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE fic preferred showed
considerably more
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS- strength than the common, advancing
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
three points to 86. Canadian PaciIn the Matter of Aaron M. Adler, fic reflected the
necessity of the short
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy. No. 130.
interests, but fluctuations in the
District of New Mexico, ss:
Northwestern shares as a rule were
On this 17th day of September, A.
narrow.
D. 1913, on reading the petition for
The market closed strong. Specu- discharge of Aaron M. Adler, Bank- Ui'fors bought storks all around the
rupt, it is ordered by the Court, that room when
they witnessed the heavy
a hearing be had upon the same on
The
ocrmrru'.lntion o TTninn Pacific.
the 30th day of October,
0. 1913,
went, to 161. the 'best reached
price
before Chester A. Hunker, a referee
sinee reports of an extra dividend
in- - bankruptcy of said
Court, at Las were first
'!r"rMe'. "hovt ooverhia"
Vegas, in said District, at 10 o'clock
was large elsewhere and ihe market
in the forenoon; and
that notice
thereof be published in tne Las Vegas for the first time th's week showed
in the closinT hour. Steel,
Optic, a newspaper printed in said strength
St. Paul. T.ehigh, New York
Re.adin;,
all
and
that
creditors
known
district,
rnrl
Central
Tnterhorough Metropolitand other persons in Interest may apwere nrmn' the stocks
an"
preferred
at
the
said
time
pear
and place and
snow cause, it any tney nave, wily uie which moved up smartly. The last
prayer of the said petitioner should sales were as follows:
79
Amnlwimated Copper
not be granted.
112
...
Suaar
And it is further ordered by the
!'
court, that the referee, small send by Atchison
114
Northern
Pacific
mail to all known creditors, copies of
'.
168
said petition and this order, address- Reading .
'. .1044
ed to them at their places of resi- Southern Pacific
United States Steel
dence, as stated.
65,
109
Dated September 17, 1913.
United States Steel, pfd
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8.75;
$6.508.50;
southern steers $5.758; cows $4.25
Surplus to Policyholders..$5,897,205
7; heifers $59; stockers and feedA. D. HIGGINS & SON,
PRETTY BLAMED HOT
ers $5.708.25;
bulls $4.506.25;
San Bernardino, Cal., Sept. 18.
Agents.
calves $G9.75.
What is believed to have been the
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steamaximum of heat in California this
Thomas A. Wise has a humorous
dy. Lambs $6.50.7.10;
yearlings one-ac- t
year was reached at Silver Lake yesplay called "Like Father, Like
wethers
$4.505.25;
$4.254.75;
terday when the mercury sizzled at ewea $3.60 4. 25; stockers and feed- Son."
!,,,,
the 127 mark, according to informa- ers
$36.75.
tion reaching here today. Crop damis
age
reported.
CHICAGO BOkRD OF TRADE
18. Announcement
Chicago, Sept.
that the Italian wheat crop would exFIGHTERS FEEL GOOD
Denver, Sept. 18. "Fighting Dick" ceed the high record of two years ago
Hyland and "Young" Joe Shugrue, overcame today an early advance in
principals in tonight s
rrng prices here, Previous advices had incontest at the Colorado Athletic club, dicated a short yield in the southern
rested' today, both claiiriThg to be in parts of the country. Opening prices
excellent condition and confident of were
to
higher. The reacthe outcome. The lightweights were tion carried the market down a little.
to weigh in at 4 o'clock this afternoon. The close was
to,
cent unheavy
der last night.
Profit taking on the part of leading
'
Gf
holders wiped out an advance in corn.
The .market started, . a shade to
cents under last night. The close was
to
cent net decline.
steady at
Mow to Avoid Those Pains and Distress
Oats traders went mainly to the
Which so Many Mothers Have Suffered.
buying side until wheat and corn took
the downward grade. After that sentiment seemed evenly divided, with
'
pricest at a moderate decline.
A Knotty Proposition
Provisions were higher all around
with hogs leading. First sales' ehow
a be- ed a gain of 2V2 to 17, which was
'
well held. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, Sept. 88 ; Dec. 90; May
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That brought
the
proceedings
around to a good humored stage. Even
the court attendant struck up a little
tune, softly humming "Let a Little
Sunshine In." Mr. Carey said he had
the automobile lamps for sale, and
was merely displaying his wares the
:
same as any other merchant.
"You are displaying more wares
than your own," charged the police-

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT market stocks, and that the
driving of
COURT FOR THE DISTRJCT Kfi' the short Interest had removed an ef'
! fective bulwark.
NEW MEXICO.
In the matter of Aaron M. Adler,
Bear pressure failed to bring out
r
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy J No
stock3 in volume, however, and flucTo the Hon. William JI Pope fifdga tuations were
narrow.

510 DOUGLAS AVE., EAST LAS VEGAS,

N,

li.

Sept.

Oats, Sept.
It is a pity more women do not know of
Mother's Krlend.
Here In a remedy that softens
the muscles, enables them to expand without
any strain upon the ligaments
awl enables
women to go through maternity without pain,
nausea, morning sickness or any of the dreaded
symptoms to familiar to many mothers.
There Is no foolish diet to harass the mind.
The thouRhtB do not dwell upon pain and suffering, for all such are avoided.
Thousands ofl
Women
no lomrer resign themselves
to tha
Tiiougnt that sickness and distress are natural.
They know better, for In Mother's Friend they
liave found a wonderful, penetrating remedy ti
banish all those dreaded experiences.
It Is a subject every woman should be faml
liar with, and even though she nmv not require)
euch a remedy, she will now and then meet
aorae prospective
mother to whom a word in
time about Motber'a Friend will come as a wonderful blessing.
This famous remedy Is sold
y all druggists, and Is only fl.un a botile.
It Is for external use only, and Is really worm
Its weight In gold.
to Uie Brad,
Write y
field Regalator Co., Ili7 Lamar Bidg., Atlanta,
fa., tor a most valuab" NxjIs,

4678.

74;
41;

Dec.
Deo.

72;
43;

May
May

Pork, Jan. $19.90; May $20.10.
Lard, Jan. $11; May $11.12.
Ribs, Jan. $10.52; May $10.67
NEW, YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, Sept. 18. Intermittent
pressure was applied today to' the
stock market, which felt the absence
of the sustaining force exerted by re
cent spectacular movements' In certttte
iBsues. Professionals contested
at
tempts to put up prices and distributeri
short lines on the assumption 4'hat trie
recent advance had been utilized to
--

in. We have a Stetson
here ioryou, and it could
not be any more becoming if it were designed
especially for you. In
selling Stetsons, we are
perfectly sure that the
quality and style and
finish are right. Come
in today and let us show
you the new Soft and
Stiff Stetsons for Fall.
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EAGER CITY BASKETBALL

DEAD AT HOME

FOR BAPTISM

TEAM TO

SQCOR

IN KANSAS

FOR

Twenty Years From Now Where Will
You Stand on the ladder of Success

BE

is In Las Vegas
for a several days' business visit.
O. H, Vollman of Santa Fe came in
Twenty years from now do you wish to be where you are today? If not. begin now to
IN
last night for a several days' business
and you can't do It on your muscle; it must be done on your money with your brain.achieve,
If you
visit here.
want to bo a. man among men you must have power money and bra.ins bring power.
W. E. Manger of Albuquerque, came
pass book; is
you now
FOR THE BUT SOME OF THE KEEPERS SAY FORMER
NORMAL
AND
HIGH
In last night and will be business visit- DISTRICT ATTORNEY
THEY GET RELIGION WITH
SEVENTH DISTRICT DIED
SCHOOL STARS WILL ORGANor here for several days.
EACH NEW WARDEN
YESTERDAY
IZE FAST AGGREGATION
Dr. E. 13. Shaw returned this afternoon from Raton where he has been
.
$113,000.00
Albuquerque, Sept. 18 John E. GrifLansing, Kas., Sept. 18. While
Plans were started yesterday afteron a short business visit
scores
of
Seventh
their
stood
about
fellows
for
the
district
Visa
fith,
attorney
Kara
a
noon
of
the
number
of
old
stars
of
Mrs. Hugo Lorenstem
by
came in last night for a several days' judicial district in New Mexico, com- witnessing the ceremony, 23 convicts the basketball game for the organizaSEES
prising Valencia, Socorro and Sierra at the state prison here were baptized tion of a city team that promises to
visit with friends in Las Veeas.
Frank E. Landau, son of Dr. and counties, and one of the most widely in the prison laundry. Thirteen of be one of the fastest in the state.
Mexico . the convicts were women.
Chaplain This team will be strictly a city orMrs. Jacob H. Landau, arrived in Las known members of the New
in Socorro early Harmon Allen has beeh holding spechome
died
his
at
Y.
N.
Buffalo.
bar,
from
Vegas last night
ganization and will compete with all TODAY'S BASEBALL
an extended ill- ial revival services in the prison
5V. S. Davis, representative for the yesterday, following
other city teams in the state.
Cluett Peabody Shirt company of Den- ness, death being due to enlargement chapel on Sundays. Attendance was
MOST
Among those who will compete for
YOUR MONEY
to- of the liver.
News of the death of not compulsory. Ten prisoners were
on this team will be John
ver, was a business visitor her
pljacas
Mr. Griffith, while not entirely unex- baptized by sprinkling, The followAmerican
League
day.
Webb, Cecil Boucher, Herbert GearChicago at New York.
Mrs. S. M. Tront of Albuquerque pected, will nevertheless be a shock ing Sunday a tank in' the laundry wa3 ing. Prentice White, Frank Winters,
imSt. Louis at Philadelphia".
can.e in this afternoon and will be a to his numerous friends in Albuquer- selected and the converts were
Howard Stewart and a number of
No mersed.
state.
the
and
Detroit at Washington.
next
throughout
the
que
here
for
friends
with
visitor
others who have seen good days In
definite funeral arrangements have
Cleveland
at Boston.
Chaplain Allen has the support of
few days.
the game. The team probably will
F. L. Wheeler of Windsor, Mo., was been announced but it is expected that Warden J. D. Botkin, himself a minuse
in
and
the
that
armory
practice
National League
a business visitor in Las Vegas to- the funeral will be held In Socorro ister, who took an active part in the building for all the big games. It Is
was
Masonic
formerBotkin
services.
will
under
Warden
be
and
auspices.
Boston at Chicago.
the
for
He will remain here
day.
H. 0. Strong of Strong brothers, left ly congressman-at-largfor Kansas. the plan of a number of business
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.
next week.
to back the organization, alto
is
at
for
His
home
Socorro
Winfield.
pre
Chaplain men
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
J. F. Ward, sheriff of Quay coimtv. yesterday morning
the financing of the team will
New York at St. Louts.
came in last night from his home at pare the body for burial and mane Allen is of Crawford county. Both though
exbe easy, as admission fees are
Tucnmcari for a short bnsin.es? vitit any funeral arrangements desired by the warden and the chaplain are
the family.
Methodists, and Warden Botkin is pected to pay expenses.
Louisville at Milwaukee; 2 games.
In Las Vegas.
A meeting will be called within
47
and
old
was
Mr.
Griffith
years
quite enthusiastic about the work.
H. O. Snyder, a well known com'tin
the next two weeks for the organizaWestern League
mercial man. came in this afternoon had been a resident of New Mexico He said:
"I have had 40 years' experience in tion of the team or an association,
Wichita at Des Moines.
from Albuquerque for a short busi-- ! for a number of years. He was
- this' kind of
a
as
poand
as
a
work and I have great and practice will start immediately
Prominent
Denver at Sioux City.
lawyer
ness visit here.
selected
Lincoln at St. Joseph.
Mr. and Mrs. William Baker of Htical leader and took an active part confidence in the character of ''he afterward. A coach will be
of which evangelical work being done in the to coach tho team cr.d tha host man
Topeka at Omaha.
Forrest, 111., arrived in Las Vegas last in fraternal organizations
1911 Mr. Grit-day-s prison.
There is no reason why sin- In the city will be procured for this
night and will remain here for several he aa a member. In
6C
fitn was elected without opposition ners within prison walls should not important position.
National League
as visitors.
The organization will not be what
Mrs. Fred Anton, who has been vis-- as district attorney for the Seventh be concerted the same as sinners
Chicago, Sept. 18. First game:
endorsement of without."
be classed a "fake," but will
st'
receiving
fewidisf'ct,
might
the
for
here
her
pa
R.H.E.
parents
iting
The matron of the woman's depart- be one that will encourage clean Boston
0 5 0
,
weeks, left yesterday afternoon for both' the republican and democratic
ment says that the 13 women who sport. The financial part of the Chicago
county conventions.
her home at Hurley.
3 7
John E. Griffith was born in Dela- - were Immersed1 Sunday are entirely proposition will be turned over to a
E. T. Plowman, district manager f or
Batteries:
Tyler and Rariden;
are couniy, umo, octoner &, oo; different women now, having been cemmittee of business men who will Pierce and Archer.
the Harvev svstem. came In last
I
V
night from Albuquerque for a short son of William H. and Jane (Lodwig) converted from obstinate, profane back the organization and all gate reGriffith. He was educated in the women to model prisoners.
business visit here. .
ceipts will be handled by this comschools in Delaware county and
Some of the guards who have serv mittee. Definite information regardpublic
of
W.
and
Caldwell
R.
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL
Holly
Perry
Busi- - ed under several adminstratlons say
Springer arrived in Las Vegas last graduated from the Spencerlan
ing this association will be announced
night and will be business visitors npss college, Cleveland and Denlson that most of the prisoners who have the latter part of the next week.
American League
university, Granville, Ohio, in 188b, been converted recently get religion
here for several days.
At ' Philadelphia Philadelphia,
8;
Mrs. j. E. McMahon left this after- later graduating from the Cincinnati every time there is a change of war
St. Louis, 4.
noon for her home at Clovis after hav- Law school with a degree of B. L. He dens. The dipping process of bap CREPE IS HUNG ON
At Boston Cleveland, 2; Boston, 0,
in normal schools iri Delaware. tism has not been used before, how
ing been a visitor with her daughters taught
At Washington Detroit,
Wash
Prospect and Fostorla, O., and pract- ever, and even those guards who are
for the past few days.
The annals of crime bear no record
BOXING'S DOOR ington,
1890-98- ;
cynical admit that the new system
Mrs. A. H. West left this afternoon iced1 law in Marysville, O.,
of a wired house ever having been
the
to
the
At New York Chicago,
New
practice oefore
may prove more effective than
for her home at Santa Fe after having was admitted
and
court
of
United
Ohio
old.
supreme
Let us wire your
York,
burglarized
been a visitor with friends in Las Ve1
in 1890.
Mr. Griffith
court
school isjiow held under THE FIGHT GAME IN NEW MEXStates
Sunday
house
Edison
for
Mazda Lamps.
gas for the past few days.
ICO IS DEAD; WILL IT EVER
a member of the Ohio house of the trees in the prison yard from 8:30
Western League
Mrs. N. Wiel and daughter, Miss was
BE REVIVED?
from 1894 until 1898 a. m. to 9:15 each Sunday morning.
At Sioux City Denver, 6; Sioux
Edith, of Ocate left this, arternoon for representatives
1897
tern
from
was
Allen
and
Is
There
speaker pro
preaching by Chaplain
City, 3.
Pueblo, Col., where they will visit
"Has the fight gaine gone dead in
until 1898. Coming to New Mexico In from 9:15 to 10 o'clock, and In the
At Omaha Omaha, 5; Topeka, 4.
for the next few weeks.
Mexico?" asked an observer of
men
New
of
Mr.
All
was
clerk
o'clock.
Griffith
11
made
woman's ward at
At Des, Moines Des Moines, 3; WiMr. and Mrs. F. O. McQuiddy and 1899,
The
the old Fifth judicial district with are required to attend the 9:15 serv- the fistic game this morning.
chita, 0.
baby left this afternoon for Kansas
Be fillei ice and all women the 11 o'clock serv- answer to the question is without a
Missouri and Oklahoma, where they headquarters in Socorro.
1899
this
from
1903, ice.
until
Three hundred and fifty men doubt 'that the game is rapidly going
position
will visit for.the next month with re
of his voluntarily attended
he
the
when
practice
began
Sunday school to the bad. Albuquerque has queered
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
atives.
a partnership the last three Sundays.
itself as far as the fans of that city
W. H. Marble, Jr., of Gladstone, profession, forming
with Harry M. Dougherty under the
are concerned. The battle staged
::
"
Mich., arrived in the city last night
...zi:-.National League
& Griffith.
there this week was one of the grandfrom his home. He will remain in firm name of Dougherty
Won Lost Pet
Mr. Griffith was president of the
est farces ever pulled off there, alLas Vegas for several weekis as a
92
44
New
York
.677
1905
of
education
from
Socorro board
WITH THE BOXERS,
though the Albuquerque fans are get
visitor.
80
.611
ol
Philadelphia
1911 and was district attorney of
until
exhibition.
sort
of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shaw of Denver
ting used to this
78
60
.
.665
Chicago
servJefferson Reynolds, President.
Mark Levy and his strong athletic
drove in last night in their automobile the old Seventh judicial district,
73
65
.629
Pittsburgh .
D Raynolds, Vice President
on their way from Denver to Los An ing from 1909 until 1911. When the
Failing to reach an agreement with association have been marked out for
E.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
58
.436
75
Brooklyn
state government was organized he the French promoters, Bill Papke has
s
bv the Albuquerque fans
f'
geles. They left this morning for AlHalleu
Cashier.
H.
58
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Boston
75
.436
ftaynolds,
was elected district attorney of the given up the plan of going to Paris who like
good boxing.
buquerque.
83
60
.420
Cincinnati
Sotc box Carpentler again.
N. H. Dorton of the united States Seventh district, with residence In
But Albuquerque Is not the only St. Louis
.....48 94 .338
office until the
that
corro,
holding
Charlie Miller, the California hope, place where the game has turned over.
in
came
last
nif;ht
geological survey,
of
his
death.
time
for
east
the
has arrived in
looking
from eastern points and left this
Clovis, although putting on far better
American League
The deceased was a thirty-seconbouts.
than in any other part of
exhibitions
morning for Santa Rosa, where he will
Won Lost Pet
Soof
was
master
and
Mason
CHy the
Young Shugrue, the Jersey
be on government business for several degree
state, is slowly but surely ' going Philadelphia
90
48
.652
corro lodge, A. P. & A. M., past high lightweight, says he has been offered
days.
down the road. The principal cause Cleveland
82
59
.581
of
of
Socorro
take
Royal a bout with Freddie Welch, to
chapter
A. P. Robinson of Santa Fe came priest
of this Is the smallness of the popula Washington 79
61
,ot4
in this afternoon from Raton and will Arch Masons, a member of Ballut place in Denver the latte" part of the tion of that city and the director of Boston
71
65
.522
M.
A.
O.
N.
A.
S., past month.
be a visitor in Las Vegas for the next Abyad temple,
as
the Clovis club is not to blame,
70
.511
..
..73
of the Order of Eastern
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M
It looks as though the next import- be has managed several good bouts Chicago
few days. He is a representative of grand patron
62
Detroit
78
.443
the
of
in
member
New
a
a battle
Star
be
Mexico,
will
bout
ant
heavyweight
the Society of the Homes for the
the goods.
50
New York
87
.365
a past chancellor of the between Frank Moran of Pittsburgh and thoroughly delivered
Friendless and is here in its interest. Elks, and
a number of bouts have St. Louis
Fe
Santa
In
52
91
"ol
and "Gunboat" Smith.
He will speak in a local church Sun- Knights of Pythias.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits 235,000
been staged, but these, like those stagday, according to present
ed at Albuquerque, have turned out
Western
League
v
Yellow complexion, pimples and dis
to be fakes or far from interesting.
Won Lost Pet.
figuring blemishes on the face or
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac94
Las Vegas, too, is not left out of this Denver .CSl
55
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
BASEBALL NOTES
BELL IS NEXT
84
66
.560
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
ring. A number of good bouts have Des Moines
commodation Wifhin the Scope of Good Banking.
Li 80
Washington, Sept. 18. tCether to Is a powerful liver corectant. It puri70
.oS3
been staged here within the last sev- Lincoln . 4
attack the American Telephone and fies the system, stimulates the vital
74
74
.500
months but the" fiasco pulled off St. Joseph I
team of the Federal eral
organs and puts the body in fine viAn
Telegraph company the
a Omaha
77
.48
here
month
..73
here
boxing
last
gave
condition.
Price 50c. Sold by
gorous
on Tim Deposits
faii0i2st
trust under the Central Drug Co. Adv.
league will play a'series of
Bell
telephone
70
79
.470
fault belongs, to some Topeka
black
The
eye.
Indianapogames with Bill Phillips's
lav Is now being
Sherman anti-tru65
86
.430
to the fans and not the pro- Sioux City
lis team, who are the champions of degree,
considered by Attorney General Mc- -'
92
59
,391
moter. Had the attendance at the Wichita
"HARVEY'S"
the new organization.
Reynolds.
should
have
what
it
bout
been
last
Famous mountain ranch; 31st seaJust as the Louisville Colonels were
SIOUX DROP ANOTHER
SS0g
the
at Murphey'a ot Plaza hotel.
lers
a great fight for the American been, the 'fight might have gone
making
Justin
new
The
Huntley son.
opera by
Sioux City, Sept 18. Denver defeat
20 rounds signed for, or at least ten
; old rateB. CarOld
management
bumped
up
Association
they
pennant
McCarthy, David K. Stevens and Vicrounds. It misht have been stopped ed Sioux City in a swatfest this
riage- out every Saturday, 2 Leave or- - against $ie tail-enIndianapolis outYOUR
1,059 FULLY EQDjPPED
tor Herbert. !s to be called "The
'"
at la' rounds by representatives ot morning. Score:,',
lost
three
games.
and
straight
fit
"
.,
R. H. E,
Innings: j
his the Honorable Governor, who, by the
When the bowels feel uncomfort-able- s
Manager McGraw will wis-wa9 15 1
of the Denver ...0 20211210
aS
one
classed
be
and you miss the exhilarating athletes from a burglar-proo- f
way,
may
if
coop
Tim London critics are divided over
"
in the state in any class Sioux City.O 0 2 0 1 2 1 1 0 7 15 3
feeling that always follows a copious the Athletics and the Giants meet in
tin' 'rouis of Bernard Shaw's new morning operation, a dose of HERBatteries: Wolfang and Block; El
of athletics. Or Kelly might have
nlfv. "Androcles and the Lion," a BINE will set you right in a couple the world's series., John's ide.l is to
a yellow der, Doyle and Rapp.
of
instead
boxer
a
been
real
on
the
the
cf
cross any attempt
part
satire on the
religious play. of hours. If taken at bedtime you
loafer. The situation In a nutshell
Some of the audiences were displeas- "et its beneficial effect after break- Athletics to steal his signals.
Buck Crouse and K, O. Brennan
fast next day. Price 50c. Sold by
William Valandingham Hieronymus shows that the boxing game in New
ed by the lines and hissed.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
a right handed pitcher from Clinton Mexico is dead. The crepe has been have signed for a clash to take place
love in Pittsburgh, October 4.
county, Ohio, has been signed by the hung and those live fans who
s
real sport will now De forced to find
Cubs. If Bill leaves at least
of his name in Clfnton county other means to keep their spirits
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
he will still have plenty of moniker aroused.
it".
fn w v v
b
r
for a debut In fast society.
WANTED 'Experienced cook.
Good
By putting up a league record for
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
Subscribe for The Optic
successive victories, Lowell swept the
Telephone or call and we will have our demon- j
other New England league teams off
In
WANTED A good milch cow.
their feet, and romped home a penshow youj
The Man Who rut the
quire Catarlno Romero, near public
EEs In FEET
nant
winner.
'
- --- --aSEE-!-- .i
school, Old Town. '
c
Heine Zimmerman, of the Cubs, who
Look for This
Pio.
tureon the Label when buyiaj
led the National league in batting
Lull I UiiiJ tluiuuJWUItU U io.W,Jkias5j
I
FOR SALE Household goods, bed
ALIEN'S rC0TLlSE
last year, stands eleventh in the Na
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice
'
Main
'oPbjne
344.
Whalen, & ';
tional's list of leading sluggers at
der, Aching Feet. Sold every
411
box. Must be sold at once.
where.2W. Sample FRFR. Address,
this season.
AT.1.I1N S. OLMSitO, Le Roy, N. v.
Eighth street.
N. Wiel of.Ocate
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"Nothing doing around

here electric lights are
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fII!S r.lYSTERIOUS NOTE
W. PEACH.

BY ARTHUR

Marlon Lelghton looked up from her
book, a little amused and puzzled at
the attitude of the maid, who after

thoroughly arranging the misplaced
articles, dusting, and polishing, still
fingered.
"Well, Corley, what's the matter 7
Something you want to ask for? Go
ehead," she suggested kindly.
"It isn't about me," the girl answered hesitatingly, "and I don't
;know as I ought to say anything ahout
It; hut I do like you, and I don't want
you
"Tell me, Corley," the other said,
flaying down the book.
"I'll tell you Just what it ie. Mr.
ighafner, who comes here, and whom

to"

you
j

are

"

engaged to

"Not quite yet, Corley; I haven't
made up my mind," Miss Lelghton

(Bald.

"It's ahout him; he has been writing
love-lette-

letters!"

to a girl

wonderful love

The words were a sudden shock to
girl. It was true she had
pot given her promise to Shafner, but
that she loved him she could not deny.
It needed but a moment to make her
ifeel that the maid was mistaken.
"But you can't know, Corley,
whether he has or not," she said.
The girl shook h?r head. "Yes, I
do," she said with firmness. "I've seen
the letter, rtad It with my own eyes!
It's written to a girl whose name is
r.ulti; it's a wonderful love letter!'"I don't see how it could come iiuo
"
your possession
"It didn't," the girl answered, her
bead drooping. "A friend got it. He
Tvorka at the Fraznr Company with
Mr. Shafner. I don't know how he
got It; but I'll get the letter from him,
ion d show you."
"That that would he beet I am
gure," said Miss Lelghton.
It seemed hardly plausible that a
- of his could be secured, yet ha
S,
n:,;;it write in an idla moment In his
cif.'.ce, and such a letter might bo
J it might be amongj his waste-rrprT- ,
put. there because of some flaw.
Tcere was a chance, a small one the
that human hearts must al- y'o take into consideration though
.t':rre are a thousand against it.
; rter in the arternoon, the maid
v;'nr in, a little fearful, because she
whs in love herself with the bearer
of the note to her, of what effect It
tm;;ht have on the beautiful girl she

the listening

-

rved.
One glance told the story to Miss
"Lf i;;liton. It was tun same even, charatreristlc hand with which she had
bi en familiar.
It began with "Dearest
Hutu," and went on into a tender love
lelter, brief but full of meaning, and
made an offer of an engagement for
' Vag
following night.
ft was perfectly plain: It was his
tener. He was in Jove with some one
unknown to her; he was even meeting

e,

--

,

as

the

proposed

engagement

snowed.
Go, Corley," she said. "No wait;
did you ask where this was found?"

' "Yes, Fred found it in the wast
paper basket. It was crumpled a little
and there was a Blight mark on It

"I Bee; thank you. Go, Corley,
please," she said.
With that note crumpled in her
Siand, she sat down to think, to endeavor to plan Bome way to let him
know that she knew. He was to call
that evening; he must not.
She ' went to the telephone and
called the office, but as she expected,
lie had gone with the rest of the men.
She found him at his rooms, and his
heery voice answered her question
aver the wires.
"Robert, I don't want you to come
tonight; I will tell you why In a note
I shall write you. With it, I shall en"
close another.
"
"But, Marion, wh
She hung up the receiver, cutting
off his answer.
She bravely went to her desk and
drew paper in front of her but her
ourage failed under the stress she
had put upon it. She thought of him,
Iter love for him, pr dreams of him
and with him.
She was aroused by a step in the
room, and turning, thinking it was
one of the family, she saw him, toss
ing bis hat into a chair.
"Your mother eaid to come up, bo I
iiave, Marion. I want to know what
" He came up
jyou meant by what
to her, and she rose drawing away
tfrom him; but he was taller, and
stronger than she, and she felt pitifully weak in her defiance. "By what
sou said to me?"
""
"Read this, and you'll see what
ground I had," Bhe answered in a low
folce, holding out to him the note.
He took it, read, it started at her
mile, end laughed. Then he caught
tier in hia arms, and held her. "Listen,
dear, I know now. But you are
I wrote that note for this reason. One Of the lads In the depart
ment I discovered trying to write a
Setter to his sweetheart during the
snoon hour. He was having a hard
time of it, and I offered kidlike to
JielD him, give him a form to use. So
it wrote that out He wanted to make
ta date with her, he Bald, and I put it
pn, too. Some one brought yon my
ssample copy of a love letter. That's
b 11, dear. Were you hurt by thinking
vthat I cared for anyone but you?"
She nodded.
"Don't you think It would be best if
ryou gave me your promise now, bo
tthat I shall never really writ such 9
thinking that after all you c'"
nothing for me?" he asked.
She nodded.
Good-bye.-

mis-ake-

.

--

East, of the New Mexico Meridian,
and being the same property described in a patent from the United States
of America, dated January 21, 1909,
and recorded in Book 71, page 666,
of records of deeds in the office of
the County Clerk of said San Miguel
County, and more particularly bounded as follows:
Beginning at corner No. 1, situate
on' the south boundary of the Pueblo
de Pecos Grant, at west 10 chains
from the third mile corner In Township fifteen north of Range twelve
east; thence south 13 degrees east 46
chains to corner No. 2; thence south
39 degrees east 1 mile and 40 chains
to corner No. 3; thence south 5 degrees east 40 chains to corner i;
thence south 24 degrees east 75 chains
to comer No. 5; thence east 1 mile 20
chains to corner No. 6; thence south
40 degrees east 15 chains to corner
No. 7; thence south 39 degrees east
2 miles 25 chains to corner No. 8;
65
thence south 62
degrees east
chains 38 links to corner No. 9;
thence north 1 mile 47 chains 70
links to corner No. 10; thence north
6 degrees 55 minutes west 42 chains
to corner No. 11; thence north 42
degrees 30 minutes west 95 chains to
decorner No. 12; thence north 46
grees west 38 chains to corner No. 13;
thence west 14 chains to corner No.
14; thence north 52 degrees west 33
chains to corner No. 15; thence north
57
degrees west 20 chains to corner
No. 16; thence north 5Vi degrees west
18 chains to corner No. 17;
thence
north 56 degrees east 24 chains to
corner No. 18; thence north 47 degrees west. 43 chains to corner No.
19; thence north 10 decrees west 6
chains to corner No. 20; thence north
13 decrees east 71 chains to corner
No. 21, situate on s:iid south boundary of Pueblo de Penos grant; thence
west three miles ten chains to corner
No. 1, the place of beginning;
secen thousand three hundred
forty-tw(7342.06)
acres;
and
according to the special plat of survey
certified by the Surveyor
General,
July 20, 1893, on file in the General
Land Office of the United States.
And you and each of you are further
notified that unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in said

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In 'the District Court of the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, Sitting in and for the County of San Miguel.
Henry W. Kelly,

OF COURSE

Plaintiff,
vs.

No.7549.

18, 1913.

&e

OPTIC

JMJf

Joel P. Whitney, et als.,
Defendants.
To Joel p. Whitney, Cleofas Baca
de Casaus, Hilario Baca, Eloi Baca,
Frederico. Baca, Aurella Baca, Abe'-lin- a
R. de Baca, Fred Walsen, Cora
Walsen Shannon, Freda Walsen
,.Mrs. Allen Chamberlain, Alexander Levy, Rebecca Marquez de
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
Sena, Andres Marquez, Guadalupe
Marquez de Chene, The First National
Bank of Santa Fe, Fred Z. Salamon,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
H. Z. Salamon, Mary K. Chapman,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
First Summer Girl My physiclnt-tol- Charles C. Chapman, Bertha ; ChapNo ad to occupy less space than two
me never to go into water a!t: man, Elizabeth C. Donald, Mrs. Robert
All
lines
advertisements
a hearty meal.
charged
Forsythe, Francisca Padilla de Chawill be booked at space actually set
Second Summer Girl Most,
ves, Reyes Padilla, Anastacio Padilla,
know that much without, ben ;', to;-without regard to number of words.
Teodoro Valdez, Antonio Valdez, Rahepr-knoWhen I want a hearty meal
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Martin
fael
y Trujillo, Hislnlo Martin,
enough, to go into a resta'u'rai.:
Anna Marls Rodriguez, Francisca Paafter it.
dilla, Felipe Mares, Inez Mares, Guadalupe Mares, Meliton Mares, Euloglo
ALWAYS TOUCHING HIM
Mares, Encarnaclon Mares, Eutlmio
Mares, Higinio Mares, Pablo Mares,
Ignacio Baca, Preciliana Baca, Estevan
Baca, Luciano Baca, Francisco Baca,
Epimenia Baca, Teofila Baca, Gavino
Baca, Pilar Baca, The Unknown Heirs
of Manuel Baca y Ortiz, The Un- known Heirs of Fred Walsen, The Unknown Heirs of B. Jesus Marquez, The
W'asstcsi
Unknown Heirs of Truman F. Chapman, The Unknown Heirs of Francisca
WANTED By October 1st., good wo
V
'K
,4,
Padilla de Chavez, The Unknown
man for general housework.
Apply
Heirs of Reyes Padilla, The Unknown
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon
Heirs of Anastacio Padilla, The Un1108 Seventh street.
known Heirs of Teodoro Valdez, The
Unknown Heirs of Antonio Valdez,
WANTED Man on ranch to .mill;
The Unknwn Heirs of Rafael Martin
cows for his board. Inquire Optic
y Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of
Higinio Martin, The Unknown Heirs
NURSE wants case of sickness; con
of Josef ita Martin y Padilla, The Unfinement preferred;
physician's
Marian Mrs. Swift is the most ex- known Heirs of Anna Maria Rodriguez,
recommendation. 918 Lincoln ave
travagant woman I ever met. Her The Unknown Heirs of Francisca Panue.
husband can't keep her in check.
dilla, The Unknown Heirs of Felipe
Myrtle No; all he can do is to Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Inez
keep her in checks.
Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Guadalupe Mares, The Unknown Heirs of
FOR SALE
lood gentle saddle pony.
. DIDN7
WANT TO EAT
Meliton Mares, The Unknown Heirs
cheap. Inquire at Y. M. C. A.
of Eulogio Mares, The Unknown Heirs
Encarnaclon Mares,
The Unknown
Lli
n nv hafnva iho Rth rtnv Of FOR SALE Four room house and
Heirs of Eutirnio Mares, The Unknown naiiaa
sun room, two lots, well, city
Heirs of Higinio Mares, The Unknown October, 1913, judgment, will be renwater and sheds; $550 cash. Box
Heirs of Pablo Mares, the Unknown dered in said cause against you
244, East Las Vegas.
Heirs of Ignacio Baca, The Unknown by default and decree pro confesso enHeirs of Preciliana Baca, The Un- tered against you therein.
7Hu
FOR SALE Thoroughbred bull pups.
The attorneys for plaintiff In the
known Heirs of Estevan Baca, The UnT. A. Akers.
C.
k
y.
known Heirs of Luciano Baca, The above entitled cause are Francis
Unknown Heirs of Francisco Baca, Wilson whoso postoffce and business
The Unknown Heirs of Epimenia Ba- address is Santa Fe, N. M., and Steph- ca, The Unknown Heirs of Teofila en B. Davis, Jr., whose postof fice and FOR
,:..,RENT Two rooms for light
Baca, The, Unknown Heirs of Gavino business address is East Las Vegas,
also
take some
housekeeping;
Baca, The Unknown Heirs of Pilar New Mexico.
903 Main avenue.
boarders.
hand
seal
and
the
Witness
of
my
Baca, The Unknown Heirs of Francisco Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of the said court this 19th day of August,
FURNISHED cottage for rent. 41T
1913.
Diego Padilla, The Unknown Heirs of
Eighth.
LORENZO
DELGADO,
(Seal)
Bartolome Martinez, The Unknown
Clerk.
Heirs of Josefa Marquez, The UnROOM and board for gentlemen in
known Heirs of Cesarlo Marquez, The
The Conductor (looking into Pullprivate family. Mrs. Noyes, ;02
Facing a Serious Proposition
man compartment) Half hour for Unknown Heirs of Juan Marquez, The The
Main.
man or woman who nas kidney
Unknown Heirs of Juanita Padilla de trouble is
dinner.
facing a serious proposition,
The Groom Don't hold the train up Marquez, The Unknown Heirs of
where grave complications readily fol- FOR RENT Five room furnished cotfor us, my dear fellow we're not at
Marquez, The Unknown Heirs of low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.
all hungry.
Juan Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of an honest curative medicine that once
mean
Into your system
restored
Tomasa Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs taken
health and strensth. O. G. Schaefer FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
Unknown
B.
Jesus
of
The
THE NOVELTY GONE
Marquez,.
and Red Cross Drue Store. Adv.
ground floor, with or without board.
Heirs of Benito J. Marquez, The Un
725 Sixth street.
known Heirs of James J. Whitney, The
Unknown eHirs of Anna Caroline
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Houghton, The Unknown Heirs of
employed,
comfortable, furnished
Juanita Padilla de Rodriguez, The Un I
room; no health seekers.
Phone
known Heirs of Feliciana Padilla, The 9
Purple 5301.
Unknown Heirs of Refugia Padilla,!
This
The Unknown Heirs of Salome PadilFURNISHED ROOMS for light houseSilver
la, The Unknown Heirs of Chepeta
921 Lincoln.
keeping.
Padilla de Valdez, The Unknown Heirs j
-- if
use
of Jesus Padilla, The Unknown Heirs
of Teodoro Padilla, The Unknown
EMPRESS LOST Lady's gold watch and chain,
Heirs of Fred Z. Salamon, The Unknown Heirs of H. Z. Salamon, and
on Douglas avenue or Sixth street.
FLOUR
The Unknown Claimants of Interests
Saturday. Return to 1030 Fifth St.
In the premises adverse to the plainand receive reward.
tiff, (being the premises hereinafter
It 's giving you
described), defendants In the above
a present for doThe healing demulcent qualities of
entitled cause.
are Hereby
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound are
of
each
you,
and
You,
ing
something not duplicated
Wlfey You doift love me any more.
In any other medicine
entitled
cause,
above
the
notified
that
do
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
Hubby What's the matter now?
you 'd
hny
Henand
defendants
are
In
which
you
offered you Is an inferior article. ReWlfey You don't seem half as
way when you
fuse t oaccept It for It can not produce
anxious to beat the rugs as you were ry W. Kelly is plaintiff, has been comthe healing and Boothing effect of Foa year ago.
learn how Much
menced and is now pending In the
N
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. Indistrict court of the Fourth Judicial
Better EMPRESS
sist upon the genuine, which contains
Mexico,
New
District of the State of
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
NOTHING TO FEAR
is.
FLOUR
really
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
sitting in and for the County of San
acMade by GER-MAMiguel, the general object of Bald
tion being to quiet the title of plain
PILLS
CHICHESTER I1RANU.'
PROCESS
A
tiff in and to certain premises desLatum! Ankyoiurl'riiuriclNtfor
a
lHamnnU Jtrand
ONE COUPON FROM
cribed in plaintiff's complaint and to
)'!!) in Ked and buld inetalNtAy
Blue
with
sealed
boxes,
Ribbon.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
obtain a decree establishing his said
Tftte no olhor Jiny of your v
ft
AskfirMlI.lliri.
FIVE
STAMPS
title and barring and estopping each 1
years known as Best, f "'est, Always Reliabli)
YOU
THE
cause
BRINGS
in
said
one of the defendants
SOLD CV DRUGGISTS EVEKVWHEK
SPOON
IT 'S
from having or claiming any right, title
GENUINE WM.
or interest in or to the said premises
ROGERS &
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
also
or any portion thereof; plaintiff
SONS' A A
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
asks for general relief and for judgSTANDARD
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
ment for costs.
SILVER
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
The premises described in the comPLATE
Plaza Hotel
involved
Bald cause and
in
plaint
BEAUTIFUL
1
Office
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
hours
which
plaintiff
therein, and as to
FRENCH.
seeks to establish his title, are deGREY(STER.
scribed as follows:
LING) FINISH
,That certain tract of land and real
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
estate, situate, lying and being In the
EMPRESS
State of
"People are unjust; they say that 1 County of San Miguel and
SIGN PAINTING
New Mexico, commonly called the Los
am afraid of work." j
e
14
"I don't see how they can say bo; Trigos Grant, lying in Townships
N O.
tamed in this city from
jou never get near enough to work and 15, North of Range 12 East, and
429 GRAND AVE.
to have It harm you."
Township 14, North of Range 13

ftif

Ren-Bha-

.
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COLUM

0

"Bhe

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

A'x

LODGE NO. 2. a.
A- M. -- Regnlar

isiifr
.

r. 4

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
munlcatlon "rat nd month at W.
O. W. hall.
Visiting
m brothers
Thursday
cordially invited. Howard T.
84011 montn
VliiHing Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn

brothers cordially

V

mfflmm

Mted.

Secretary.

n.

Wm. p. Mill

W. M., H. S .Ow Petten.
Secretary.
.1
r

J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
of B. B. Meets every first Tues-

I. O.

day of the month In the vestry room

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2
KNIGHTS TEMPLARReg

Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
brothers are cordially In,ar conclave sec 4 Tues-- vited.Visiting
Isaac Appel, President; Charle
VyU"' day jn each montll fct Mmr
onto TemiMe at 7:30 p. m. G. h. Greenclay, Secretary.
Kink el, B. C; ChM. Tamme.
Df

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

1. Meets
every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vkHIng
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYbrethren cordially Invited to attei:i.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-- p
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
vocation first Monday in T. M.
Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
ea?h month at Masonic
fa
C. V. Hedgcoek, Cemetery
W Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer;
Trustee.'
B- Hubbard, H. P.; p4 o.
Blood, Secretary.
IVODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
8. Meets first and third
Fridays on the second and fourth Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting
Main 329.
members are especially welcooe a"d
cordially Invited.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on
Douglas avenue at
LOCAL TIME CARD
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Eas-- . Bcund
Bally, Treasurer.
Arrive
Depart

f

pQll

tsbf

No.

2

second and No.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No;
Douglas avenue. Vlsfiing brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No.
Secretary.
No.

4

B.

P. O.

ELKS

Meets

MA

For YOU!

7
9

ALL GROCERS

HER. MAN

p. m.
a. m.

.

.

p. m.
p. m

ATTORNEYS

Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexico

S3C

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
No impurities, no air, nothing1 but Pure Ice,
20b per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

RETAIL PRICES
lbs., or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs.. Each Delivery

2,000

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

AG

U A

'.

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per

lb.

100

per. 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs
per 100 lbs.

per

100 lbs- -

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
o4 Which Have Made La Vega Famoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

lasting Qualities

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

W

f

.

i despription

Iri.-frlM- t.

i

Depart
1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

CRYSTAL WE

S

1

1:20 p. m...
6:10 a. m...
4:20 p. m...
6:35 p. m. .

3

p in
p. m.
a. m.
p. m

F.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker

ESSE

N

III

m... . 9:3
m... .11:05
m... .2:10
m... . 2:10

first and third Mondays of each
DEXTISTS
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladies always welcoihe. O. L. Flers-man- ,
Dentist
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanDental work of any description at
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
moderate prices
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
East Las Vegas, N. UI.

Last

.

2:05 a.
1:45 p.

1

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In Las Vegas,
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the

t

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

p.

West Bound
Arrive

No.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel F. S.

9:10 p.

...11:05

10

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
f urth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

Ro-sar-

(MA

i

com- -

.

-'

CAFt

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND RtGULA3
DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN
A .WAY?
HANDLED

.

ClaHItel

ad,

those who MIGHT

o whom among au
searcfr out the peopl
BIT the particular thlag la worth moat

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST yo axrstsemt
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and womld lever hear v,
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads. In this news-jsyaxe anxious to pay essh lor) books, automobiles, msed
er

and furniture, articles of
struments.

cs nines s

mule!

t,

.

As the classified ads. are

sorts of thlus, they

ef any sort, and

waat tea
aiaehlse??

read

kve

hy all oeail bayeJS, ef all
come to be finders of the best

yoe-slbl- e
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DO THESE COLD MORNINGS
automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
Light

REMIND YOU OF

.it 6:30

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.

HOT CAKES AND

S.

OIIAL NOIf
ENROLLMENT

SEPTEMBER

f

HAS FAIR COMMITTEES

y

THE HEATER YOU WILL

THIS

BUY

NAMED DY THE

OF

WINTER

THE HilESIOE HOT BLAST

269

STUDENTS

ASSOCIATIO N

c. Price of Denver has entered

ALL FORMER RECORDS FOR ATthe employ of the Whalen garage as
TENDANCE BROKEN DURING
a machinist.
THE FIRST MONTH

MAPLE SYRUP?

13, 1913.

WILL BEGIN WORK IMMEDIATELY,
ACCORDING TO ANNOUNCED
PLANS

Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye, ageJ
Two hundred and sixty-ninstuThe committees selected to take
in wood. Direct from the distillery dents now are enrolled
New
the
at
charge of the county fair and make it
WE
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
iMexico Norma
University, which, it as big a success as possible are pubAdv. is said on good
authority, now has the lished herewith. The committeemen
largest enrollment of any institution will go to work at once. Those select
$9.99 will buy an all wool fall suit supported
by the state. At this date ed are as follows:
Other suits at) $12.95, $15 and $18 that last year the Normal had 235
students.
Arrangements
would cost you $15 to $22.50 else It has
N.
gained 34 students over- - the at
A. C. Erb, Fred Baumbach, E. J.
where. Talchert's Clothing Store.
tendance duriag the first month "fast McWenie, Jo Joquel, L. Delgado, L.
'
year, and it is confidently expected Armijo, W- - H. Stapp, A. Carscallen,
the school will break all records be- James O'Bynie, George Fleming, WilThe usual Friday evening services fore the present school
year Is com- liam Shillinglaw, Benigno Romero,
will oocur tomorrow evening at Tem- pleted.
John W. Harris, M. Cellers, W. A.
An encouraging feature of the in- Glvens.
ple Montefiore. Dr. Landau will speak
upon a most interesting subject. The creased enrollment is the growth of
Decoration
the normal department, in which are N. O. Herman, John Thornhill, Peter
public is invited.
registered students intending to take P. Mackel.
F. J. Ambrose of Albuquerque has the longer courses. This1
Finance
year this
taken a position with the Las Vegas department has an enrollment of 43,
Roman Gailegos, Margarito Romero,
office of the Wells Fargo Express considerably larger than that of Sep W. B. Stapp, Chester A. Hunker, John
company. He has the position of tember, 1912. The academic depart- D. W. Veeder.
cashier, formerly occupied by T. C. ment has 84 students and the grades,
Agriculture
Evans, who has been transferred to in which enrollment is not urged be
Fidel Ortiz, E. H, Johnson, James
cause of lack of room, there are 142 Leonard, Presiliano Sandoval of Em- Albuquerque.
AT THE HOME OF
pupils.
plazado, Albino G. Gailegos of Los
The Lubin Motion Picture company
Many pupils were turned away this
Jose Ignacio Martinez of Hoci- EATABLE
TflE BEST OF EVERYTHING
today completed "The Higher Law." year because of lack of facilities, but ada, Canuto Ramirez of Rociada,
s
Tomorrow the company will begin work provision was made for caring for all
Esquibel of San Geronimo, Jose
on another feature film. The company students of academjc or normal rank. Lobato of Tecolote, Theodore Pena of
has produced four magnificent pic The kindergarten was given up three San Ignacio, Placido Sandoval of Las
IF YOU HAVE NOT CANNED YOUR FRUIT YET YOU
tures since locating here. Some of years ago. This department always Galllnas, Martin Reiff, S. F. Hemler,
had an enrollment of about 70.
these are two-ree- l
David Jones, Jr., Jacob Davldhlser.
features.
HAD BETTER START IT. THIS WILL BE ABOUT THE
The president of the school, Dr.
Live Stock
Plans were in order by the mem Frank H. H. Roberts, is greatly pleas- A. A. Sena, Emiterio fjallegos of
LAST WEEK OF PEACHES ETC. IN ALL PROBABILITY
bers of the Commercial crub to give ed with the enrollment this fall. Com- lanueva, Sec Romero, Jose Romero, J.
'
a dance tomorrow night at the club ing after the biggest summer school D. Hands, Tom Breen, M. M.
enrollment in the history of the
rooms, but on account of various
Charles Liebschner, Antoni
You can buy your Bread, Cakes. Cookies, Fried Cakes,
was decided school, the large attendance this fall Suhr, Roy Parker.
it
arrangements
Doughnuts, and all Bakers Goods v liile you are doing
this morning by the committee that means that the school's total enrollHorticulture
J. H. Stearns, Albino
the dance should be postponed. The ment for the year will be large.
your canning at our store. There is none better in
Gailegos,
affair probably will be given the Doubtless is will go considerably over James O'Byrne.
Las Vegas
500.
Committee on Poultry
early part of next week.
The night classes have begun work
M. Montague, C. W. Wesner, Ted
Invitations have been issued by ihe with a good' sized enrollment. Any Hayward, Ed Lewis, T. A. Akers.
Minerals
congregation of the Methodist church person who wishes to take work in
for a reception that will be given to- the night school should notify the
HAYWARD
THE BRAAF
CO.
Margarito Romero, M. F.
morrow night in the church parlors Normal officers at once.
Thomas W. Hayward.
In honor of Rev. Edgar C. Anderson,
Early next month, according to presCommittee on Sports
who was appointed to succeed himself ent plans,. Regents' night will be
Lorenzo Delgado, L. W. Ilfeld, A. L.
at the Normal. At this time Gump, Frank M. Delgad6, J. J. Lau- for the coming year by the Methodist
conference at Albuquerque last week. the handsome frieze given by Regent bach, Charles Farley, Charles O'Mal- The reception will be a most enjoy- Charles Ilfeld will be unveiled and ley, G. M. Jones, Fred E. Corbett, P
MANN HURLS BOMB
dedicated. There will be music and D. McElroy, J. T. Buhler, John W.
Washington, Sept. 18. Republican able affair, as planned by the comOF Leader
Further particulars will be ris. Jr.
mittee
in
be
There
will
charge.
Mann dropped a bomb among
soon. '
Committee on Women's Work
democratic leaders today when he in- music, speaking, refreshments and a announced
jvirs. james
troduced a resolution calling on general Bocial time. The attendance
u'.tsyrne, Mrs. A. p.
TO Speaker Clark to appoint a committee will be large as the congregation and
Moran, Mrs. C. A. Spiess, Mr- - S.
Powers, Mrs. Charles O'Malley, Mrs.
of seven to investigate the soliciting many others have been invited. The
Sec Romero, Mrs. Walter Hayward,
of campaign funds among the mem reception will start at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. Charles
bers of the house. The JUann resolu
There was evidence at the court
Greenclay, Mrs. M. F. DesMarais, Mrs.
tion was based on a recent circular
W. E. Gortner, Mrs. George H. Hunkletter by Chairman Doreinus of the house this morning that Miss Melitona
er.
Duran
disof
Bernal
had
Incurred
the
BIG EPISCOPAL
ORGANIZATION democratic congressional campaign
It has been decided to sell season
cbmfflittoo, asking each democrat In pleasure of her father, Manuel1 Duran,
SELECTS NEW YORK AS
tickets to the fair for 25 cents. Single
the house to contribute $100 to the when she came to Las Vegas with
GATHERING PLACE
admission will be- - 10 cents. There
Amado Sandoval and procured a li1611 campaign fijnd.
will be a small charge for children.
cense to wed that young man, who Is
New luik, Sept. 18. Several thou25
Miss
of
Duran said she FAMOUS CARTOONIST WILL OPEN
TO HELP WINERIES
age.
years
sand menders of the Brotherhood of
W. F. Calhoun, who was seriously
THE Y. M. C. A. LECTURE
St. Andiw will meet in New York
Washington, Sept. 18 Senator Pom-eren- e was 18. When her father was shown
of Ohio told the senate today the license he declared his daughter
from October l to 5, inclusive, for
COURSE
injured last Tuesday when he received
a serious cut from the knifeof a corn
the 1913 convention of that organiza- he had unofficial information that the had falsified, as she is only 16. He
tion of men of the Protestant Episco-- tariff conferees intended to eliminate started out in a hurried effort to locate
is reported as doing nicely,
Two weeks from Saturday
cutter,
night
pal church. This convention will Im-- j his amendment for a high tax on the the couple before the nuptial knot will be given the first of the concerts and his chances for recovery as ex
mediately precede the general con- - spirits"' with which California wine could be tied. Whether or not h to be presented by the liedpath Ly- cellent.
vention of the church which, begins on men fortify their product. The Issue succeeded could not be learned, as he ceum course. On this evening, OctoOctober 8 and will last about three; has been a hard fought one between did not return to the court. Mr. San ber, 5, Alton Packard, world's famous
We pay 5c a pound for nice large
the Ohio and California producers and doval is a resident of Lagunita.
weeks.
cartoonist, will entertain the Las Ve- clean cotton
rags.
Optic Publishing
The brotherhood was founded in Mr. Pomerene''gave notice he would
gas citizens.
Co.
1S83 by James L. Houghteling of Chi- - ask the senate to insist on his
After a hearing before Judge David
Mr. Packard without doubt is one
cago. The object of the organization
Leahy yesterday afternoon, John of the greatest entertainers of his
U "the spread of Christ's kingdom,
Crites of this city was committed to class in the world today. All over the
FOLK GETS JOB
'
the New Mexico Hospital for the In United States he has .met, with .sucamong men by prayer and personal
service." Since its small beginning! Washington, Sept. 18. President sane. Evidence was submitted to show-tha- t cess. Criticisms from all the
big
the brotherhood has grown steadily Wilson today made these "nominthe young man is a dipsomaniac
courses and all other places
until now It has a chapter in nearly ations: Joseph W. Folk of Missouri, and should not be allowed to
go at where Mr. Packard has given his deevery parish in the United States and solicitor for the department of state; large. Dr. M. F. Des Marais was the lightful program state he has been
the territories beyond the seas.
J. Henry Wade Rogers of Connecti- medical expert who testified for the
highly recommended as a capable and
The local committee of the brother- - cut, United States circuit judge in state. Crites' case is a sad one.
He versatile entertainer, Among his subhood has been busy for months ar-- ' the second
circuit; Clay Allen, Unit- is a young man of extraordinary abil- - jects are, "Vanity Fair," "Uncle
ranging for this convention and some' ed States attorney for western dis- ty as a musician, but dissipation has Sam's
Folks," "Funny People," "Fun
of the most prominent men in the' trict,
Washington; James" Y. Calla- damaged his mentality. It Is hoped and Fancy in Form and Color" and
church will take part in the delibera- han oif Enid, Okla.,
register of the that the course of treatment given at "Success and Ho wto Dodge It."
tions. The first day's session will be, land office at
Woodward, Calif.
the hospital, together with enforced
Mr. Packard entertains his audienin the Church of Zion and St. Timo-- j
abstinence
his
from
favorite
stimul
ces
with music as well as by talking
street. The
thy in West Fifty-sixtJHE SHOOTING CONTEST
ants, will restore Crites to a normal and cartooning. He is an excellent
other sessions will be field in CarSea Girt, N. J., Sept.
mental condition. Judge Leahy also musician and composes pieces to go
negie hall, Seventh avenue and
IV 'Austin, United States Marine committed Mrs. Inge Olson of Quay with his other clever work:
street.
corps and J. W. Zessian of Connecti- county to the hospital.
The seats for this entertainment
In all of the railroad stations there cut
were tied for first platee at the
will be open to those holding season
will be special bureaus of information close of
the first two stages In the The Lubln club, an organization tickets on
and brotherhood men will meet the Sea
September 25 and later will
Girt championship match today comiKised of the members of the Lu- be
trains. Guides will be provided and with
placed on sale for others. There
perfect scores of 100. Eight con- bin company of New Mexico, last Is little doubt but that the attendance
'
arrangements have been made for the testants scored 99
'
and eleven 98.
night took charge of the dining room at this lecture will be large.
visitors to see the things Most worth
1
at the Hotel Romaine. In the future
while in the short, time the convenV
lodgers In the hotel who wish to action lasts.
We have just received a new line 't
UMPIRE GOES CRAZY
of
the
f1"the
be
will
of
cept
The
placed
hospitality
picture of fall millinery which
etirg will be held on: Oakland, Calif., Sept. 18. Fred
orr. Friday h"u b.i'.u"
Wednesday night, October 1, when the "Bull' Perrine, former Pacific Coast people will be accommodated with on saio'ior
Pt Rev. Dr. Charles Henry Erent, the league and American league umpire, meals, provided they are willing to day only. Mrs. A. Standish. Adv.
bishop of tl; o Philippine Islands, wTll was committed to the Napa asylum eat at the regular meal hours. The
1
conduct a "Quiet hour."
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in
for the insane today after a week at club has been in existence for some
case
the
The next morning at 7:30 o'clock the emergency
the
an
and
court
D.
for
is
time,
R. Murray's
organization
Judge
hospital under
called.
there will be a, celebration of the Holy
purpose of providing good food and against Pierce Murphy was
AT
Communion at the Church of Zion
entertainment for the actor folk. It Terry McGovern is the complaining
will serve regular meals, home style. witness. The charge sworn is assault
end St. Timothy by the Rt. Rev. Dr.'
Charles Sumner Eurch, the suffragan
Cnce a month a "feed" will be given, to and battery. Murphy waived prelimwhich friends of the company will be inary hearing and was bound over to
bishop of New York. The delegates
will bo formally welcomed by Bishop
invited. Dances, banquets and simil- the grand jury, under a bond of $200.
i
The Ideal Mountain Resort
ar affairs will be handled by the ho- The affair started last Saturday night
Greer.
Phors Main 20 and Olive 6174
tel, but townspeople will not be en- when Murphy and McGovern got into
All Year Round Resort
couraged to eat there unless regular a fight. Each man has a different verSubscribe for The Optio.
guests of the hostelry.
sion of the affair.
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THIS STOVE WILL NEARLY PAY FOR
ITSELF IN THE FUEL IT SAVES

,i

Investifjale before

HAVE

Pure Sorghum
Pure Maple Sap
0. Molasses
Pure
Buckwheat Flour
Honey

Stearns' Store

The best

buying.

stove at any price

e

I

have a large line of second
hand heaters on which we can save
We

1

I

I

you money.
i

ft

M.C.JOENSEN&

T

BUY AN AUTO Di.LJVf.RY WAGOF1
Insure Prompt Dellvarlem at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

s,

Sos-tene-

i

.

g

,

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

I

THE OLD RELIABLE

STORE

BROTHERHOOD

SI.

Agents

BAIN WAGON

ANDREW

PACKARD COMING

MEET

I

'

'

1

'

'

H-U- :

Gross, Kelly

'

& Co.

Sole Agents

EW HOSPITAL

ILLUSTRATED

BUILDING

FiD

LECTURE COURSE

GRAPES

h

I

poral

Fifty-sevent-

h
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Col. R.B.TWITCHBLL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS
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EL PORVENIR

nunm

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

'
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SEASON TICKETS

$1.50
"

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS

;

1

50c

I
:

35c

1

